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Concert In Eells Boat Barn Tuesday
Night Closes Brilliant Season

close with the concert Tuesday
night, at the Capt. Eells' Boat Barn.
The artists will be Mme. Lea Lu, boshutz, violinist: Mrs. Edith Evans
j Braun, pianist; Felix Saimond. 'cell
ist; Boris Goldovsky, pianist, and
The Curtis String Quartet. These
♦
It Is wrong to borrow trouble
| artists, of international fame, need i
no introduction. Those who have
♦ it Is a worse wrong to lend It to
o.hers.—War Cry
been privileged to hear them can
B •* •**w-»*e-<*'W.W.W-W.W.W.W-|a well attest to their artistry; those
who have not heretofore are famil
INTELLIGENT HENS, NOW
iar with the renown they have at
tained both In this country and
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
abroad. It is a rare occasion to
Reference to Dr Crockett In “The bring together such a brilliant group
Black Cat" recalls to mind the time and a privilege which no local music
when William J. Bryan spoke In lover can afford to overlook.
Rockland He was Introduced by
The concert is for the benefit of
Dr Crockett and the first thing he the Camden Community Hospital
said was. “If I had a voice like Dr and through the great generosity
Crockett I could stand on my front shown by the artists, the entire pro
porch in Nebraska and you could ceeds will be possible for the worthy
hear me in Rockland " Little did cause. Tickets may be obtained at
he think that would be possible now, the door or from any member of the
by means of radio.
Quartet at Rockport. The members
The Black Cat frequently men are: Jascha Brodsky and Charles
tions the Intelligence of felines but Jaffe, violins; Max Aronoff, viola;
has never commented on a hen. It and Orlando Cole, cello.
Is said that a hen has no brains at
all. but I know of a man who moved
so often that when his hens saw him
AVG. 31-SEPT. 1. 2, 3
CLOSING WEEK
coming on a truck wagon they
turned on their backs and stuck
Boothbay Playhouse
their feet in the air to have their
Sherwood Keith
legs tied.
E. H. Philbrick
in collaboration with
|
1
j

♦

♦

Rockland. Aug. 24.____________

J. J. Cell

presents
NOTICE!
A special meeting of the sharehold
ers of Central Labor Cnion Hall of
Clark Island will be held at said hall
Thursday, Sept. 1, at 7 p m. Every
shareholder should
attend this
meeting; it is very important.
Winifred W. Milne, Sec.
102-103

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

State Field Meet

Old Grads Gather

Prominent Speakers Help Class of 1910, R. H. S., Has
Reunion At
Lincoln
Knox Academy Celebrate
The summer musical season at Having To Do With the City
ville
Beach
Its
Birthday
Rockport, which has been one of
Of
Rockland Thirtynotable worth, comes to a brilliant
Nine Years Ago
Graduates and guests to the num
The 18th annual State field meet

PRANK A. WINSLOW

Subscriptions 13 00 per year payabl'
In advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette wiu> estab
lished In 1846. In 1874 the Courier
was established and consolidated with
•he Gazette In 1882
The Free Press
was established In 1855 and In 1891
changed Its name to the Tribune.
These papers consolidated March 17.

j An Old Directory j
•-- -- ——————•«
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“’Smiling Through”
by
Allan Langdon Martin
Wed. through Sat. Evgs at R 30
Prices: 75e, SI 00 iplus Uxl
Route 27—Tel. Boothbay 455

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

REPUBLICAN RALLY
AND SUPPER
AT UNION

MONDAY, AUGUST 29
SUPPER AT 6 O’CLOCK—STANDARD
SPEAKERS

JUDGE CONY
and

ATTY. GEN. FRANZ U. BURKETT

SUNDAY SPECIAL
At MOODY’S DINER Waldoboro

A Complete Turkey Dinner for 75c

THREE CENTS A COPY

PROFESSOR A SUICIDE

TO VINAL HAVEN, NORTH HAVEN,
STONINGTON AND SWAN’S ISLAND

STMRS. NORTH HAVEN and W. S. WHITE
Ride the crack twin-screw steamer W. S. White to Vinal
Haven or take the seven-hour sail on the able steamer North
Haven to Swan's Island and return. Shore dinners at the islands.

Leave Tillson Wharf at 9 o'clock, Daylight Time, every Sunday
Morning, returning in the late afternoon. A beautiful sail through
the Penobscot Bay Islands. APPLY FOR FARES AT WH«J.

Number 103.

I “The Black Cat”

Tennessee Educator and Author Ends Life With
Revolver At Ballard Park

ing of the Knox Academy of Arts ber of 37 attended the annual re
union of the class of 1910 at Beach
Newspapers: Rockland Courier- and Sciences was held Wednesday
Prof. Michael J. Demiashkevich,
Inn, Lincolnville Tuesday night.
Gazette, semi-weekly; Rockland at the Knox Arboretum, with Dr
Mrs. Lena Skotnik of Crestwood, head of the department of education
Opinion, Oliver Otis, editor; Rock Freeman Burr of Wayne. State geo
N. Y, was credited with having in Peabody College, Nashville, Tenn.
land Daily Star.
logist, president of the Academy, traveled the longest distance; Mrs committed suicide at the Fitzgerald
Optician: Fred M. Butler.
presiding. Dr. Burr, who spoke on Frances Bartlett Bicknell was the cottage, Ballard Park, in the early
* * • •
MacAllister, Chas., ship carpenter, the financial status or the Acad first bride; Pierre Havener had the
h 132 Brewster.
most prolific family and Mrs. Ma hours of yesterday morning by
MacAllister, Edward B., law and emy pointed out that Maine people rion Perry Oonnon had the oldest shooting himself through the right
collection office, 417 Main, h 25 have not learned the value of mu
temple with a 32-caliber revolver.
child.
Masonic.
He had been In ill health the past
seums and are reticent on Maine's
Bartholomew Kirkpatrick (bet
MacSeween. Betsy, h 21 Willow.
great assets.
year, at one time a hospital pa
MacSeween, Kate, b 21 Willow.
ter known to his classmates as Bart
MacNichol, J Francis, pianos, 364
“Maine undervalues its assets.” he Kirk) who has climbed high in the tient, and was said by friends to
Main, bds 50 Holmes.
said, "instead of exaggerating its I employ of the Maine Central Rail have been so despondent that it was
Mack. Elizabeth K. employed
possibilities,
and Its great educa road. acted as master of ceremonies with difficulty that he was able to
Mowry’ & Payson, h 34 Willow.
tional
and
recreational
value. The after the fine supper had been dis continue hfc work.
Mack. John, granite quarryman, h
34 Willow
Prof. Louis S. Shores, a brother
State has plenty of undeveloped posed of.
Mack, Wm. H„ carriage painter, h resources. Small communities can
member of the Peabody College
The
program
consisted
of
roll
call,
34 Willow.
faculty, arrived at Ballard Park
Macomber, S. Arthur, jeweler. 360 make special articles for sale from messages from absent members:
Main, h 8 Granite.
materials nearby. The Academy tribute to the members of the class Thursday night with his wife and
they were to have been Prof. DemlMacomber, Sam'l K„ Jeweler, 360 can offer information on such ques
who have died; birthday song In
Main, h 8 Granite.
ashkevich's guests for several days.
tions.
Only
$5000
a
year
would
Maddocks, Edward, teamster, h 9
honor of the anniversary of Mrs. The latter seemed in excellent spirits
Lisle.
finance such an institution. I Doris Crockett Jordan; poem writ
and the trio sat up until midnight
Maddocks. Ethelbert K.. musician, h would like to see classes in natural
ten in tribute to Miss Anna E.
6 Elm.
history here, especial a summer Coughlin and read by Mrs. Lena discussing current political events.
Maddocks. Marcellas, cooper, h 108
Prof, and Mrs Shores left the cot
group. Collections could easily be Staples Hallowell; vocal solos by
North Main.
Maddocks, Mrs. Mary H , dressma increased from material in the Mrs. Nettle Bird Frost and Mrs. tage early Friday morning on busi
ness errands, from which they did
ker, 6 Elm. h same.
State."
Lorita Kenniston Bicknell.
Maddocks. Olivia A., dressmaker, h
not return until noon It was then
Ex-mayor
Leforest
Thurston,
6 Elm.
Class members present were Mrs. that Prof. Shores found his friend's
Magee. Cornelius L„ night watch chairman of the Rockland Chamber Clara Thomas Curtis, Mrs. Doris
body in bed, arms crossed and a
man. h 83 North Main.
of Commerce welcomed visitors, em
Magee, Frank J., mail clerk, h 83 phasized the struggles of the Acad Crockett Jordan. Miss Lucy Ball. Jagged hole in the right tempie.
Mrs. Kathleen O'Hara. Mrs Marion Beside the bed lay the revolver.
North Main.
Magune, Alice J., student, h upper emy and said there were few men Perry Oonnon, Miss Alfreda Perry,
like Mi. Lermond. “It seems that Mrs Frances Bartlett Bicknell, Mrs.
Camden.
Magune, Clarence L., laborer, h up Maine does not understand the
Louise Manning Brown, Mrs. Leo
per Camden.
Mahoney, Orrin, kiln tender, h 12 value of such an institution, which nise Moulaison Delano. Mrs. Nettie
can be a great asset to the State," Bird Frost. Mrs. Margaret Mayo
Frederick.
Record At Damariscotta
Maine Central hotel. 28 Union, cor he concluded.
Barnard. Mr. and Mrs. Putnam P.
Park. M Frank Donahue, prop.
Last Year Expected To
J. Crosby Hobbs of Camden gave Bicknell, Guy Douglas, Ralph Clark.
Maine Music Co, (L. F. Chase, J.
the
response
and
congratulated
Mr.
Be Excelled Sept. 4-5
E. Leach) 430 Main.
Harold Davis, William Hull, Pierre
Maker. R. W.. master mariner, h Lermond on reaching the 25th an Havener, Israel Snow, Ralph Web
upper Camden.
Approximately 300 sportsmen
niversary of the Academy. He said
Maloney, James, laborer, h 18 that the recreational, educational, ber of Rockland; Mrs. Lena Donfrom
all sections of New England
dsi Skotnik of Crestwood. N. Y.
Thomaston.
Mank, Bertha A., tailoress, h rear and scientific features should re
are
expected
to participate in the
Mrs. Lena Staples Hallowell of
6T
ceive some support from the State Wollaston. Mass.. Mrs. Winnie Sim
fourth annual rifle, pistol and trap
Mank. Clara E., dressmaker, h 8 if not taken over entirely by the
mons Spaulding of Mattapan. Mass. shooting events to be sponsored
Carroll's Lane.
Mank. Emerson A., canvasser, bds State. “I am informed," he said Mrs. Frace Shadie Doughrty cf
“that this institution has the sec Camden, Bartholomew Kirkpatrick in Damariscotta Sept 4 and 5 by
Groves' restaurant.
Mank. Fred M., cooper, bds Groves' ond best collection of minerals in
of Bangor, and Maurice Hatch of the Lincoln County Rifle Club. V.
restaurant.
the State. Mr. Lermond has turned Allston, Mass.
F Batteese, prominent in the ar
Mank, Harvey B., kiln tender, h 8
In the greater part of his salary to
Carroll's lane.
Guests were Mrs Harold Davis, rangements stated that inquiries
Mank. Isaac E . carriage painter, 4 ward material and collections for Mrs. Guy Douglas. Mrs. Ralph
were running heavy and that a
Water, bds Groves' restaurant. the institution. He has worked
Clark. Mrs. Israel Snow, Harry H large number of out-of-state parties
Mank. Lulu V., waitress 367 Main.
Mank. Mrs. Thos., h 47 North Main. hard and earnestly for the good of Brown, Mrs. Marguerite MacAlman.
were making reservations. Last
Mank. Viola, housekeeper, h 52 the Institution."
Sanford Delano and Mrs. Pierre
Summer.
Curator Lermond read a paper on Havener of Rockland; Mrs Maurice year more than 250 participated and
Mank. Wm, laborer, h 12 Birch.
the history of the Academy which Hatch of Allston, and Alexander U. over 6000 birds were trapped.
Manning. Edward, master mariner,
will be printed in a subsequent Dougherty of Camden.
Prizes with an aggregate value of
h 25 Orange.
$500
will be awarded. Batteese said
Manning. Geo. S.. truckman, h 5 issue.
Mrs. Kathleen O'Hara. Harold H.
Achorn.
One of the highlights of the aft Davis. Mrs. Marion Perry, Miss Lucy that the Kennebec system of scoring
Manson. Frank P.. barber. 368 Main, ernoon was the illustrated lecture
Ball. Mrs Leonise Delano, Mrs. Net would be used which guarantees
bds 20 Orient.
Manson. Wm. F., (Hall & Manson, on “Reptiles and Amphibians of tie Frost were appointed a commit that 15 of the 20 prizes will go to
carriage shop, 515 Main) h 20 New England." and pictures of the tee to arrange for the 1939 reunion, shooters in the lower classes.
Orient
Mt Katahdln region shown by Mr to be held the second Tuesday in
In the rifle section there will be
Manthorn. Burton S.. quarryman,
and Mrs. Lewis H. Babbitt. Mr. Bab
two matches, one of any rifle-re
h 150 Limerock.
August.
entry and another of 200 yard iron
Marcus L., Jewish Rabbi, bds 65 bitt has been engaged in this work
Sea
sight re-entry. Pistol targets will
since boyhood and with Mrs. Bab
Marks, Mrs. Betsy E„ h 12 Thomas bitt has traveled 70.000 miles in New
be shot at 50 yards, slow fire and
ton.
there will be continuous trap shoot
England
In
this
capacity.
“
Maine
Marks. Geo. H, fish peddler, h 12
Is the only State in New England World’* Champion Corky ing both days.
Thomaston.
Marks, Henry A., barber, 53 Sea.
without copper heads and rattlers.'
Kellam, Here Today and Many well known Shooters are ex
I Marks. H. H, h 12 Thomaston
pected to compete and members ol
was
one
outstanding
fact
given
by
Marsh, Aimee E., music teacher, h
Sunday
the club predict that this will be
Mrs. Babbitt.
79 Broad.
the
outstanding Shooting event of
Marsh. Clarence S., ice dealer, h
Among the pictures was one of a
A swimming ace of national repu
Pond road.
mink frog found near Province tation will show his prowess at the season.,
Marsh. Elizabeth, h 77 Broad.
The range is located one mile
Marsh. Emma L, tailoress, h 77 Lake, N. H. Sometimes the Babb- Rockland Public Landing this aft
bltts take as many as 200 frog.speei- ernoon at 3.30 and at approximately south of town on the Damariscotta
Broad.
1 Marsh. Frank S„ clerk, h 79 Broad mens in a week. Other varieties the same hour tomorrow. He Is road. A free clambake and lobsters
Marsh. Gilbert H.. farmer, h Pond shown were pickerel frogs, leopard
Norris “Corky" Kellam. holder of the will be served to all registered
road.
shooters, Sunday evening —By Dick
Marsh. Harry R., quarryman, h 79 frog, wood frog, green frog, spring world's record for endurance and
Reed of the Maine Development
peeper,
spade
foot
toad,
rare
in
distance
swimming,
225
miles
in
96
Broad.
Commission.
Marsh, John B. h Pond road
New England, American toad, red hours, non-stop.
Martin. Lillian, employed Mowry newts, yellow spotted newt, marble
Mr. Kellam, though his choice Is
& Payson, bds 18 Oak.
salamander and eggs. A salaman “Corky" In place of the formal title,
(Continued on Page Four!
der. five feet in length is the larg- Is a remarkable aquatic gymnast
and presents a series of stunts such
est they have found.
The pictures of the soft shell as eating and smoking under water, Talk At Yesterday’s Meet
ONE MAINE HOLSTEIN
turtle found about Lake Champ balancing seven filled glasses of
ing Turned To Athletics,
Figured In the Honor List, Just lain, formed another interesting water on his ample person while
With Fine Speaker
Published. For the Year 1937
part of the lecture, the collector's swimming, challenging four men at
largest specimen being 18 inches once to a water boxing match, etc,
Yesterday tne iRotarians listened
Tlie Holstein-Frlesian Association across. These are found in the 38 stunts in all. The high light
to
a fine talk given by Arthur L.
of America has Just published the South and in the Mississippi valley comes when Corky is dumped off
honor list for 1937. This list Is Mr. Babbitt also collected soft shell the stern of a speed boat, bound to Jones, a physical instructor in a
based on official 10-months and turtle eggs which he carefully saved a chair, blindfolded and heavily large school In Framingham, Mass.
yearly tests for butter fat produc and hatched In sand. Pictures of weighted. He will make his escape Mr. Jones has a very accurate and
tion reported for pure bred Hol- terrapin were also shown such as or fondly expects to, in a matter o< ingenious manner of arriving and
classifying a student's ability in
steins throughout the United States. the geographical terrapin, yellow 15 seconds.
A week from tomorrow Mr. Kel athletics. He is greatly opposed to
Holstein breeders consider it a real spotted terrapin, and box turtle.
distinction to be placed on this list The snake pictures were most in lam will make a long distance swim the commercialization of school
under auspices of local merchants, sports. He is a brother of Phil
in such strong competition.
structive. though most of the wom
Tobey Hill Isa Cornucopia Wanda, en present shuddered. The Bab following which he will make dem Jones who some years since was a
a full-aged cow. owned by D. C. bitts have found a mountain black onstrations in behalf of the mer very prominent and valued mem
Chandler at New Gloucester is the snake eight ifeet long. Mrs. Babb- chants. There will be no admission ber of the Rockland club and was
only registered Holstein from the bltt spoke of the absurdity of the charge to the stunts today and to greatly missed when his duties
morrow, they serving largely as good called him elsewhere.
State of Maine to receive honor list
milk snake milking cows in the pas
There were 52 present at the
recognition. There were 69 cows ture. One interesting phase of tne wil! and publicity builders for the
meeting
39 of whom were members
endurance
test
of
Sept.
4
which
will
competing for high honors in this Babbitts’ work is the trading of
age group and Tobey Hill Isa Cor northern for southern snake speci run over into Labor Day. The pub of the Rockland club. There were
nucopia Wanda ranked twenty-sec mens to learn the habits of the lat- lic is cordially Invited to watch this 11 members from other clubs—Har
381 pound lad do his water magic.. old W Alden. Northampton Mass.;
ond with a yearly Class C record o
C. K. Hopkins, Camden; William M.
608 8 pounds of fat and 15,440.1
e when the pic
“I say, Brown, suppose a man Cullen, Lewiston; R. Percy Schenck,
.pounds of milk.
,hdin were shown marries his first wife's step-sister's
Jersey City, N. J„ Rev. Madison A.
This cow from Maine made a very
,at the flora and aunt, what relation is he to her?
Hart, Danville, Ky.; Ralph Walker.
fine showing in .competition with
tahdln were more
“First wife—step-sister’s aunt—er Wethersfield, Conn.; Karl Ullman,
other Holstein cows throughout the
on Mt. Washlng- —let me see. Oh, I give It up.”
"He’s her husband, you chump.’’ Northampton, Mass.; Henry Spence,
pman sandstoie
United States.
Jersey City, N. J.; iC. L. Enquest,
tahdln is evidence
Oarden City, L. I., N. Y. Guests of
heet.
members were Frank A. St. Clair
esent were Harvey
Owl’s Head Grange
and Lawrence Barbour.
of biology, lim
Presents
dancing
ine and Stephen
“Polly Wants a Cracker”
Guest: “Do you run a bus be
TONITE
in the University
tween the hotel and the railway
JERRY RODERICK and his
A comedy in two acts
•he latter rarely
station?”
Swing Band
OWL’S HEAD TOWN HALL
1 field meeting of
Manager: “No. sir.’’
“The best in Swing—The Tops
Aug. 31-Sept. 1—8 P. M.
Guest; “That's strange. All my
in Jam”
103* It
103-104
friends said you would get me com
Dancing 9-1
Adm. 40c
Advertisers

Trapped 6000 Birds

Swam 96 Hours

The Rotary Club

Also our 40c, 50c, 60c Specials

Volumee 93

Saturday
Issue

OAKLAND PARK

ing and going."—Montreal Herald

Prof. Shores notified Kenneth
Knight, a Rockport constable, who
In turn notified Medical Examiner
J. G. Hutchins, and Sheriff C. Earle
Ludwick. Dr. Hutchins rendered a
verdict of death by suicide, and ex
pressed the opinion that the victim
had been dead about eight houis.
The body was removed to the Bur
pee Undertaking Rooms on Lime
rock street.
Prof. Demiashkevich was about
46, and a native of Russia. He was
educated in that country, and re
ceived his degree at Columbia Uni
versity. He was abroad the next
two years continuing his studies and
soon after his return took the chair
In Peabody College. He had lec
tured several years at Harvard
Summer School.
Prof. Demiashkevich ranked as
one of the leading educators in the
middle West, and was an author ol
note, having published his fourth
book within a month. It was en
titled "The Nation's Mind," and
dealt with political affairs in Eng
land, France and Germany.
He was not married, and the only
survivors are his mother and a
brother In Russia.

Sees A Good Pack

By The Roving Reporter

A black cat of heroic dimensions,
having the same general makeup as
Charlie McCarthy, now stands in
the front window of The CourierGazette office gazing unmoved at
admiring passers-by. Atop of the
uplifted tail is an a.4i tray, and it
was for that purpose that this cat
was designed. The donor was for
mer postmaster Freeman L Rob
erts of Vinal Haven, who was will
ing to deposit his cigar ashes on the
family carpet in order that The
Black Cat editor might have the
souvenir.
His self-sacrifice and
generosity are both duly appreciat
ed, and the new office cat will have
a good home Mr. Roberts may rest
assured.

Augusta is engaged in deep specu
lation over a report that the Au
gusta House may change ownership.
Legislature has met there many
years, although it may be the State
House where they go through the
motions of lawmaking.

Maine Market Chief Says
That Com Is “Especially I have been told that there is a
Good Quality
Knox County institution of a pub
With the sweet com canning sea
son now underway a crew of 46 ex
perienced men is being assembled
by ymarketlng chief Charles M
White of the Department of Agriculture to carry on a rigid inspec
tion service in 30 factories. Each
load of corn is being graded as it
enters the factory and this wopk is
a guarantee of a quality product.
White said that this year's crop
looked especially good in quality
and that he predicted a good pack.
Work In investigating the feasi
bility of setting up grades for blue
berries is being carried on with
three men very busy in factories
at Cherry field, Harrington, and
East Machias. White said that re
sults so far were most promising
and that the activity was being
carried on in co-operation with the
Federal Bureau of Economics.

Old Folks’ Outing
Sheriff Ludwick Names the
Knox County Chairmen
For Transportation
Frank H. Holly, general chair
man of transportation for the
Three-Quarter Century Club's an
nual outing has appointed Sheriff
Ludwick as chairman for Knox
County. Mr Ludwick has named
the .following town chairmen;
Appleton. Harry Edgecomb.
Camden ,A. B. Stevenson and
Charles F. Dwinal.
Cushing, Clarence Wales.
Friendship, Mrs Hattie Lawry.
Hope, J. D. Pease »
Owls’ Head, Vinal B. Perry.
Rockland. Alan L. Bird, Cleveland
Sleeper and Arthur D Fish.
Rockport, Arthur K Walkar.
South Thomaston, Mrs Eva O.
Sleeper.
St. George, Alfred C. Hocking and
Fred Smallpy.
Thomaston, Albert Elliot and Wil
liam T. Smith.
Union, W. A. Ayer.
Warren, Oscar Starrett.
Washington, Fred Ludwig.

lic nature where the American flag
is not permitted to fly. I have no
definite information on the subject
but I can assure readers if I find
the rumor to be true the location
will be named.

An Ingraham Hill resident tells
the story of the little tot who
heard thunder for the first time,
and asked her mother what it was.
The noise came a little closer and
the tot wanted to know what made
thunder. "God makes It," was the
mother's reply. "Well. I wish to
God he'd stop it,” said the little
one. Seeming profanity or sacrilege
was absent there; the child was
too young to realize what either
meant.
One year ago: A Packard car was
stolen from Phil Thomas' garage.
—Miss Katherine Veazie became
secretary to the mayor —The Rock
land Rotary Club was entertained
at Raymond E. Thurston's home In
Union.
The chain letter epidemic Is again
I with us, this time relating to the
exchange of recipes. If the chain
Is broken something terrible will
happen to the recipient, one Is to
suppose. Maybe the string beans
will catch on or the yeast bread will
refuse to rise. A good friend of
The Black Cat suggests that It
would be cheaper to listen to Mar
jorie Mills' advice.

"We may be old fashioned, and
deserve a lot of criticism,” writes
M E., “but you will not see intoxi
cating liquor advertised In our
local newspaper.”

Thinking I might like to know
what the weather was 140 years ago,
Edwaril O'B. Bargess of Thomaston
has brought me copies of the Farm
ers' Almanac for 1808, 1800, 1810,
1811 and 1812. As isual the pre
dictions were interspersed with an
niversaries of noted events. Glanc
ing at random on one of tiif pages I
read that Sir Isaac Newton was
born in 1642; that peace was rati
fied by Congress in 1784; that Dr.
Franklin was bom in 1706; that
Peter the Oreat died in 1725. Casual
YOUR FAVORITE POEM mention was also made of the be
heading of two Kings.

If I had my life to live again I would
have made a rule to read some poetry
and listen to some music at least
once a week The loss of these taste?
Is a loss of happiness.—Charles Darwin

ESCAPE AT BEDTIME I
The lights from the parlour and kit
chen shone out
Through the blinds and the windows
and bars:
And high overhead and all moving
about
There were thousands of millions of
stars.
There ne'er were such thousands of
leaves on a tree.
Nor of people in church or the park.
As the crowds of the stars that looked
down upon me.
And ithat glittered and winked in the
dark.
The Dog. and the Plough, and the
Hunter, and all.
And the Star of the Sailor, and Mars.
These shone in the sky. and the pall
by the wall
Would be half fuU of water and
stars.
They saw me at last, and they chased
me with cries.
And they goon had me packed Into
bed:
But the glory kept shining and bgght
In my eyes.
And the stars going round in my
head,
—Robert Louis Stevenson

According to the Yankee Maga
zine there is a sign over a black
smith shop at South Shaftsbury,
Vt., which reads: "Practical and
Artistic Horse Shoeing." Knowing
Vermont as well as I now do, I am
mightily surprised that there
wasn't something about pure Ver
mont maple sugar on that sign.

Hiram P. Farrow, who now makes
his home in Belfast writes: “The
Black Cat was lately mewing for
odd sigrjs. Many years ago In the
town of Frankfort was a sign U.
& I. Treat. Many people have
heard of the sign Byrom St Drinkwater. A few years ago a man not
a thousand miles from Rockland
issued his business cards which in
addition to his name bore the rather
peculiar combination of Steam
Laundry and Artesian Weils'.”
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Many Queer Names

THRKE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Found Among «!he Thou
Let your light so shine before men
sands of Descendants of
that they may see your good works.
Matt. 5: 16.
Samuel Packard

TALK OF THE TOWN
Strand Theatre features for the
coming week: Sunday, Monday
Tuesday and Wednesday, "Alexander s Ragtime Band, w lMi T\ rone •,
Power and Alice Paye; Thursday,
Friday and Saturday. 'The Texan, ■
with Randolph Scott and Joan Ben- '
nett.
j
------i
The range lights recently estab- 1
lished at Public Landing are worklng very satisfactorily. The lights
are 6.000 lumens each—or if you
want plain English they register,
600 candlepower. The lights are i
in line with the spindle and serve |
to guide ships entering Rockland
harbor.
1
_____
!
Knox County Republicans and:
their friends will be interested to
know of the supper and rally at
Union next Monday night. The
speakers will be Attorney General
Franz U. Burkett (whose home town ,
it is) and ex-Mavor Robert A. Cony ;
of Augusta. The supper will be 1

Every-OtKer-Daf

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, August 27, I93S

Strand Sund’y, Mond’y, Tuesday, Wednesd’y
‘ALEXANDER’S RAGTIME BAND”
.. S. ■

When the story of Samuel Pack
ard and his thousands of descend
ants. is finally told, it will contain
many of those human interest
stories that are a traditional part of
American history
Quaint names are found in thc
ijgtg of his descendants: FVarnot
Packard. Samuel’s grandson: and
Faithful, his granddaughter. There
is Content, Silence and Freelove
Then there was Relief, bom 150
years before the WPA was organized. Automotive people will be interested in the fact that Liberty
Dodge Packard was born many,
many years before gasoline motors
were invented.
Zacheus Packard, grandson of
Samuel married Mercy Alden, great
granddaughter cf John Alden, of
Mayflower fame, and they have descendants, who today live in Utah
Nephi Packard, grandson nt
Zacheus, walked from Massacl.usetts to Ohio, a feat worthy of ihe
hardiest pioneers.
Every war has brought Packard
volunteers to the colors, and every
forward step in the development of
America has the name of some de
scendant of Samuel Packard asso
ciated with it.
It used to be said that every per
____ ' was_ either
son in Brockton (Mass
a Packard or a Howard, except one
and his mme was Howard Packarr.
and hrs name

SW

KNOX TWILIGHT LEAGUE
Rockland and Warren Get a Drubbing—
Waldoboro's Hot Challenge
MANAGER BOGGS DEFI

Mackie's triple drove in the other
run.
Bohndell hit safely in three trips
to the plate and made a fine running catch.
"Dump" turned in three nice
catches. The score:
SL George
ab r bh tb po a c
Dwyer, cf ...... 4 1 1 1 0 0 0
Smith. 3b .... 2 1 0 0 0 0 0
Mackie, o
4 2 2 4 3 1 0
Simmons, 2b .. 2 1 1 2 4 1 0
Wilev. ss ...... 3 0 2 2 2 4 1
Monaghan, lf
3 0 0 0 3 0 0
Hawkin. lb .... 2 0 1 1 4 0 0
Davidson, lb.. 1 0 0 0 2 0 0
Lowell, rf .... 3 1 2 2 0 0 0
Paterson, p .. '3 0 0 0 0 0 0

George Boggs, late manager
of the defunct Waldoboro team,
asks the sports editor to say
that Waldoboro stands ready to
meet St. George any time or
place which St. George may
designate. the winner to have
all of the gate receipts. He also
Intimates that there is consider
able cash lurking in the jeans of
Waldoboro supporters which says
that St. George will take the
count. The only stipulation is
that each team shall use only
such players as they have pre
sented during the season. Mr.
Boggs says that the League meet
ing before the season began per
27 6 9 12 18 68 1
mitted him to use Lincoln County
Thomaston
players, and that he did so in
ab r bh tb po a e
Irving Berlin at the piano, with Alice Fa.ve, Tyrone Power and Don
the two games thrown out. He
Felt. 2b ........ 3 1 2 2 1 3 1
Ameche running through a chorus of "Alexander's Ragtime Band.''—adv.
does not feel that he was properly
Grafton, lf .... 3 0 0 0 1 0 0
used, but will feel appeased by
Bohndell, cf .... 4 2 3 3 1 0 0
“Alexander's Ragtime Band." the number of interesting facts in con- ' trimming St. George.
Robinson, 3b.. 2 0 0 0 0 1 9
• « « •
song wliich Irving Berlin wrote ncction with the song itself.
Jealous, c ..... 3 0 1 1 7 1 0
served at 6 o'clock standard time.
Barlow, rf ..... 2 0 0 0 0 0 1
nearly 30 years ago and which has! First sung in public ln 1911 by i
A Later Challenge
A live meeting is assured.
lived long enough in popular fancy Emma Carus in Chicago. In 27
Woodcock, lb 2 0 0 0 4 0 0
Since the above was written
to become a genuine American folk 1 years, to date, has been given 10.A. Upham, ss 2 1 1 1 1 0 3
word comes that the Waldoboro
Clarence Leonard, president of
song, iorms the theme to tlie Darryl 000-odd performances In the mo-! team wants to play a series of
H. Upham, ss 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
North Knox (Fair has had a crew
F Zanuck 20th Century-Fox pro-J tion picture it will give more than1 three games witli any Knox
Condon, p .... 3 0 0 0 1 2 b
of men working on the grounds all
Auction which bears the song's CO.OOO performances within a year.' County team. St. George pre
; name.
,
.
summer and patrons will not be
24 4 7 7 15 7 3
ferred. the first game to be
slow to note the results. A new
St George .....
Tyrone Power. Alice Faye and Don sold 2 000.000 copies of sheet music ' played In Waldoboro Tuesday
2 0 1 3 0 x—6
grandstand has been erected where I
Thomaston ....
Ameche are in the starring roles.
... its staggering total over 27 years night, with a side bet of $50,
110 10 1—4
the pulling events are held; 21 new
While it revolutionized the entire cannot be learned
---- -...w, •juuiuuiW. AIUTC
winner to take all the gate re
stalls have been erected; the water
base hit Mackie. Base on balls, off
Rockland Lad Carries Off popular concept of dancing and Irving Berlin did not own the ceipts.
system has been revamped, and the
singing in 1911 . . . and is generally copyright to the song until 1925
Patterson 7. off Condon 1. Struck
Honors In Racket Meet admitted to have begun the ragtime
track has been disproved.
out, by Paterson 3. by Condon 5
when he bought it. The author and i
Remaining League Games
vogue which has since passed composer was paid $25 a week when
Umpires. Mosher and Smith. Scorer
-----At Warren
This afternoon (4 o'clock) War
The St. George baseball team is
Winslow.
through the eras of blues and jazz he wrote "Alexander's Ragtime ren
at St. George.
arranging its annual Labor Day i
to current "swing"
• • • •
there are a 1 Band.”
Sunday afternoon (3 o'clock) —
celebration which will include a soft
Camden 13, Warren 3
Warren at Thomaston.
ball game in the forenoon, beano,
National Guard) until the day they
At Warren last night the Camden i
other games and sports until 4 p. m. j
Tuesday—St. George at Camden.
become 22 years of age. on which
Shells
had rather an easy time of
when the St. George and Thomas
Wednesday—Thomaston at War it with the League's new entrant,
latter date they are not eligible.
ton League teams will meet. Patrons
Senator Hale Will Have Candidates must never have been ren.
hitting two pitchers for a total of
will have a chance to see what
married.
Thursday—Warren at Camden. 18 bases. The two teams are cred
Appointment
This
Year
athletic women can do with rolling
• • • •
As the physical and visual re
ited with nine errors. Tlie score:
pins. Many prizes wil! be given.
I Lawrence Cole of ^1^ was
—Exams Oct. 8
quirements for admission to the
Some athletic young men who
Camden
! winner Thursday of the trophy, a
Senator Frederick Hale will have Military Academy are very stric*, play baseball when they are not
ab r bh po a
From the local Democratic head- handsome silver loving cup of neat
,
- candidates who find that they are crating blueberries have a notion
one appointment to the United,
....................
'
Heald, ss ........
5 110 4 2
quarters at 305 Main street comes ___
design,
in theinfirst
tennis
tourna
deficient
either
respect
should
they can skin the Pirates, and are Plaisted. 2b
chairman John J. Ferry's announce- ment t0 bc held at the Community States Military Academy to be made makc cywy efforl
remedy sucU
.42120 °
going to play them at 2 30 Sunday
ment of the following rallies: Court in Warren. He defeated in the fall of 1933 for entrance to deficiencies in order to qualify un- afternoon at Community Park. The Wadsworth, lb ...3 3 3 9 0 0
Washington. Aug. 29; Rockport. Aug Richard Fisher of Rockland in the are Academy in 1939.
4 2 2 2 0 0
der the rigid examinations required blueberry tossers have good reason Belyea. If ........
30; Appleton, Aug. 31; Union. Sept. finals 6-4. 6-1. Cole, who has played
4 2 2 0 3 0
r has always beta Senator Hales before a candidate may be admitted for their confidence, having beaten Lord. 3b
Daily, cf
3; Vinal Haven, Sept. 3; Rockland ln many Rockland High School custom to select his nominees to the to the Academy.
4 3 2 0 0 1
barren three times this season.
Weed, c -......... .3 0 2 3 0 1
and Camden, Sept. 5 Warren. Sept, matches, is a defensive player, his Military and Naval Academic
Those wishing to take Senator
• • • •
6; Thomaston, Sept. 8. and St. efforts being to return the ball in- through preliminary competitive Hale s competitive examination Oct.
Miller, rf ........
4 0 12 0 0
Thomaston 17, Rockland 3
George, Sept. 9. All meetings will stead of taking an offensive drive examination held for him under 8. 1938. should notify Senator Hale
Stahl, p ............
4 0 0 0 0 0
The Thomaston batters knocked
begin at 7.30 except on Labor Day. against his opponent.
the auspices of the Civil Service at 12 Monument Square, Portland, the ball so far in Thursday night's
35 13 14 18 7 4
The match has created much in Commission, and such a competitive Maine.
Totals ..........
game at Thomaston that the Pirat-:
Applications for certain Civil terest. and a great deal of credit examination for designation of can
Warren
This notification should reach j outfielders completely lost the range
Service examinations close Sept. 12. goes to Bradley Pipkin In its pro didates to the United States Mili Senator Hale not later than Sept. of the sphere, and Manager Jeal
ab r bh po a c
In the list are the following posi motion, and Jasper Spear in taking tary Academy will be held Saturday. 12. 1938. in order that the applica ous' boys rolled up 17 runs in four J. Spear, ct .
3 0 12 0 0
tions: Associate Investigator (Law), care of the entries.
Oct 8. at 9 a. m. in Rockland.
tions may be submitted to the Civil innings. The crack of the bat could L. Robinson, lf ..31010 0
Tuesday's eigints were: PrelimiCandidates receiving the highest Service Commission before the clos$2,900 a year; Assistant Investiga
Buck, c ............ .. 3 112 0 0
tor (Law). $2,600 a year; Associate naries—Edward Peasley of Rock- ratings in Senator Hale's competi- ing date on which such applications
3 0 0 1 0 11
' Watts, rf .......
Investigator (Accounting), $2,900 a land defeated Bradley Pipkin of! tive examination, if otherwise quali- j are received by the Commission.
I Gushee, p ....... .... 0 0 0 0 0 °l
year; Assistant Investigator (Ac- Warren. 5-7. 6-3. 6-2: Don Marriner fled, will be designated by him as i Full information regarding the sub
Matson, p ........ ...30113 0
counting). $2,600 a year; Assistant,ot Rockland defeated Hilliard Spear principal and alternates to take the jects to be covered by the competi
j Robbins, 2b
.... 3 0 0 0 2 °!
Investigator (Pharmacy), $2,600 a of Warren 6-2. 6-3; Jasper Spear cf regular entrance examination or tive examination and authorization
J E. Robinson, ss ..31000 4
year; Assistant Investigator (Gen- ' Warren defeated Don Marriner of submit certificates from High School for taking the examination wil then
| H. Spear, 3b .... 3 0 13 2 0
eral). $2,600 a year; Junion Invos- Rockland 6-4. 6-1; Lawrence Cole or College which may be accepted be sent to the candidate
was nothing to write home abou Jealous, lb ....
2 0 2 8 0 0
tigator( Customs Patrol Inspector), of Rockland defeated Harland Speir by the Academic Board in lieu of
Senator Hale will not have an Upham was at his best.
$2,100 a year; Junior Investigator of Warren 6-2. 6-2; Arnold Robin thc regular mental entrance ex appointment to the United States
Robinson led the Thomaston bar
26 3 6 18 7 5
Totals ..........
Naval Academy Jor entrance in rage with two homers and a single
(Immigration Patrol Inspector), $2.- son of Warren defeated Josef Vinal amination.
Score
by
innings:
As Senator Hale confines his ap 1939.
00 a year; Inspector of Customs of Warren 6-2. 6-3; Richard Fisher
Robinson also covered himself Camden Shells
4 0 3 2 0 4—13
of Rockland defeated Charles Trone pointments to the Military and
$2,100 a year.
with glory at third base. Karl ex Warren .................. 2 0 0 1 0 0—3
of Warren 6-4. 6-1; Richard Marsh Naval Academies entirely to young
Smart collegiates will like the all celled for Rockland.
Two-base hits—Heald, Belyea.
The sports editor had a welcome of Rockland defeated Marshall men who are bona fide residents of occasion rightness of Rytex Double
The gcore:
Weed 2. Miller. Buck Sacrifice hits
Check
Printed
Stationery
For
Au
|
the
State
of
Maine
.only
those
can

caller yesterday in the person of
ot Warren 6-1. 6-0
Rorkland
- -Plaisted. Stolen bases—Plaisted
t____..
__
Wodnocdav'c
Wednesday's nroliminoric
preliminaries had as didates will be authorized to take gust only . . . Double The Usual
James H. <Sonny) Foley of Camab r bh po a c Mases on balls-off Matson 1. off
Quantity ... 200 Single Sheets, or
bridge, Mass., who played with the results: Gerald Brown of Warren the competitive examination whose ICO Double Sheets, and 100 Envel McBride, rf ...... 3 0 1 0 0 0 Gushee 1.
Passed ball-Wecd.
Rockland baseball team in the defeated Howard Kenniston of War parents or legal guardians are legal opes . . . only $1. If mailed, Postage Bucklin, c .......... 3 1 1 4 0 1 Struck out—by Stahl 3, by Matson 1.
15 cents extra Printed with your
Maine Coast League back in 1927. ren 6-0, 6-2; Lawrence Cole of and voting residents of Maine.
3 0 0 0 3 1 by Guahee 1. Umpire—H Thomas
Pendleton, p. 3b
Candidates are eligible for admis- Name and Address or Monogram,
Foley played third base and was a Rockland defeated Arnold Robin
2 0 0 0 6 01
Ellis,
p.
3b
........
sion to the Military Academy from Smartly- checked in Blue, Ivory,
classy performer, very popular with son of Warren 6-1, 6-2; Richard
Fd. W'bach. ss, 3b 3 0 1 0 0 2
Only $1 does it! Yes, only $1 for
the
day
they
are
17
years
of
age
(or
Green
or
Orchid.
The
Courier-Gathe fans. Accompanied by his wife Marsh of Rockland defeated Edward
zette.—adv.
Lord, cf .............. 3 1 2- 2 0 0 Rytex Double Check Printed Sta
19
if
from
the
regular
Army
or
the
Peasley
of
Rockland
6-3,
6-2.
J
he is making a tour of the Maine
96*101 Karl, 2b ............. 3 1 1 2 4 0
tionery ... 200 Single Sheets, or
The preliminaries were rained
coast, and both are apparently en
LaCrosse, lb ...... 3 0 1 9 0 0 100 Double Sheets, and 100 En
out
and
it
was
necessary
to
put
the
joying every minute of it. Mr.
Fk W'bach. lf .... 3 0 0 1 0 0 velopes . . . Double Thc Usual
Foley is teaching and coaching base semi-finals and finals into Thurs 
Quantity ... for August Only. Pos
day
with
these
results;
Richard
ball, with what success may be
26 3 7 18 13 4 tage 15 cents extra. Checked in
Fuller
of
Rockland
defeated
Gen
’
.
d
judged from the fact that his team
Thomaston
pastel shades . . . Blue, Ivory, Green
won the suburban league champ- BrOwn of Warren ®-°- and Brown
J
■ ■
“
rs Fn 1 1 1♦ z!
4 Vxyx
XX yx«- A,
, ' xx4 •
T
sx
.
ab r bh po a e or Orchid. And printed with your
defaulted
the
next
set;
Lawrence
ionship last season
Felt. 2b .............. 5 2 2 3 0 0 Monogram or Name and Address.
Cole of Rockland defeated Richard
Grafton, lf ........ 3 2 0 0 0 c On sale at The Courier-Gazette for
Marsh of Rockland 9-7, 6-1. Semi
A POPULAR RESORT
Bohndell. cf ...... 5 3 3 1 0 0 August Only . . . Double The Usual
finals. Richard Fisher of* Rockland
Robinson. 3b .... 5 4 3 4 3 0 Quantity!—adv.
100*106
defeated Jasper Spear 0-6, 8-6. 6-0.
Burns, rf ........... 4 3 3 0 1 0
Editor of The Courier-Gazett:_
Libby, ss ............. 4 1 3 0 3 0
Mr. and Mrs. William Hall of
Jealous, c ............ 3 0 2 6 1 0
Tranquility. N. J„ Mr. and Mrs. L.
Woodcock, lb .... 4 1 1 6 0 0
H. Hamilton and Mrs. Emily Mur
Upham, p .......... 4 1 0 1 8 3
ray of Rockland, and Mrs. Alice S.
37 17 17 21 16 0
Hall of Glen Cove were dinner
Rockland ............ 1 0 0 0 0 0 2—3
guests of Miss Barbara Murray at
Thomaston ........ 4 6 3 4 0 0 X- 17
Owl's Head Inn Tuesday.
Home runs. Robinson 2. Two base
Children
should
be
seen
and
not
The large dining room, overlook
hits.
Burns, Bohndell. Libby. Struck
; hurt. Dressing them in bright
We are in the market for loans
ing the landlocked harbor, with
out.
by
Upham 6. by Ellis 3. Base
TIRES PRICED
colored clothes when they start
yachts, and fishing boats, presented
on balls, off Upham 1, off Pendleton
back to school will make it easier
secured by high grade listed stocks
1, off Ellis 2.
a beautiful picture. The tearoom for drivers to see them.
• • * ♦
• • * •
and bonds.
adjoining the dining room, with the
SL George 6, Thomaston 4
Get in on this Sale of
The
Agricultural
Adjustment
Ad

large old antique brass dinner bell
The remarkable display of pep
Call and discuss your require
ministration
says
that
the
1939
con

and other lovely antiques, was espe
Tires of well known
which Thomaston exhibited agains;
servation program will be much like
cially admired. Owls Head Inn.
ments
with
our
officers.
Rockland Thursday night, had
brands
that of 1938. with minor changes to
situated in one of the prettiest lo
ebbed noticeably when that team
strengthen the soil building efforts
cations on the Maine coast, is 200
New Tires begin at
played in St. George last night, and
of the program.
years old The rooms are large and
• • • •
Instead of pasting the ball all over
$5.25
cool.
Present Indications point to the
the lot had to be content with seven
People from New York and New highest per acre yield of potatoes
scattered singles off a second string
Retreads at
Jersey, have been guests there dur on record in the United States with
pitcher.
$4.25
ing the summer and they were well a total crop nearly as large as that
Both teams presented weakened
pleased, with the service received. of last year. The potato trade has
ALL SIZES
lineups, but in spite of that it was
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd G Kempton, been slow and unsatisfactory dur
an excellent game, cinched when
Rockland, Camden, Union, Vinalhaven, Warren
the proprietors, are from Massachu ing the past few weeks. Both in
Wiley made his sharp single with
setts and deserve credit for carry New York and Chicago have de
the bases loaded. Wiley was re
MEMBER FEDERAL O E P OSI^jl N S U R A N CE CORPORATION
sponsible for another score when
”*^iOCKlAND ' EILEIij
ing on this popular resort
clined to levels below any reached
his singly followed Simmons’ double.
Mrs. A. Hall.
ln 1937.

Wins Tennis Trophy

For West Point

Farm Chats

BOXING
MONDAY, AUGUST 29
8.30 P. M.—D.S.T.

WILLEY’S ARENA, CARMEL
Ten miles from Bangor on the Waterville Road
Opposite Auto Rest Park
MAIN BOUT—10 ROUNDS

BUTCH WOOSTER
ROY WORCESTER

.

VS.

Return Bout for the Heavyweight Championship
of Maine

SEMI-FINAL

LIEF SVENSON

\

BEST AVAILABLE OPPONENT
THREE OTHER BOUTS
BLEACHERS 99c. RESERVED BLEACHERS $1.25
RINGSIDE S1.65 TAX PAID. CHILDREN 25c
ADVANCE SALE TICKETS ATLANTIC SEA GRILL,
BANGOR. TEL. 8004

Matchmaker Walter Johnson; Referee Hap Wood

Lincoln County Fair
BIGGER:: BETTER:: BRIGHTER

AUGUST 30-31-SEPT. 1
NIGHT SHOW LASTS TWO NIGHTS

GRAND CHAMPIONSHIP AMATEUR
CONTEST
PARI-MUTUEL BETTING MIDWAY
SHOWS
RIDES
GAMES
FREE ACTS
FIREWORKS
CATTLE HORSES EARM PRODUCE 4-H CLUBS
102-103

ONE DOLLAR PER MONTH
Will Make You a Shareholder in the

Rockland Loan & Building Association
You will then be entitled to borrow, with proper security, from
the Association. All these dollar payments, with liberal dividends
are returned to you when the loan Ls repaid. Loans are made on
Home Mortgages in Rockland and vicinity on the Direct Month
ly Reduction Plan. Each payment reduces the interest charged;
also the balance due on thc mortgage. It is an interesting pro
position. There are several plans, one of which will meet your
requirements. Please call and let us explain.

Rockland Loan & Building Association
85Stf

WANTED
FIRST MORTGAGE LOANS
ON IMPROVED REAL ESTATE

COLLATERAL LOANS
SECUREP BY LISTFD STOCKS AND BONDS

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
Established 1868.

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.
70Stf

FOR A DELICIOUS SUNDAY MEAL

YOU MAY BORROW MONEY

Drive Out To

f

HILLCREST HOMESTEAD

ON LISTED

securities

Lower Than Ever

KNOX COUNTY TRUST COMPANY

U. S. ROUTE 1, SOUTH WARREN
Specializing in Full Course

CHICKEN OR DUCK DINNERS
Real Home Cooking You’ll Relish

Served Every Sunday, 12 to 7 P. M.

—85 Cents

FOR RESERVATIONS TEL. WARREN 3-41
103Stf

SEAPLANE

SERVICE

LEAVE DAILY STANDARD TIME
ROCKLAND
VINAL IIAVEN
NORTH HAVEN
8.00 A. M.
8.15 A. M.
8J55 A. M.
*3.00 P. M.
3.15 P. M.
3.25 P.M.
* Except Sunday, when this trip leaves:

5.30 P. M.

5.45 P. M.

5.55 P.M.

AIRWAYS, INC.
TEL. 338—NIGHT TEL. THOMASTON 86
NEXT TO PUBLIC LANDING, ROCKLAND, ME.

64Stf

Every-Other-Day

I
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Limerock Valley Pomona meets ; Albert Quinn of Roekland High
witli North Haven Grange Saturday ' lands adds to "K. 8. P.'s” tree com
Sept. 10. Boat leaves Tillson Wharf munication the tulip, cucumber and
ginkgo varieties, rare, he says, in
at 8 o'clock DS.T.
this climate.
Leland Drinkwater is a patient at
Knox Hospital as the result of in
All members and graduates cl
juries received to one of his arms Class of 1912, Rockland High Schoo!
at Knox Woolen Mill, Camden. who desire transportation to the re
■938
union ln Lincolnville Monday night,
Mrs Louie G. Rogers will present are requested to notify Mrs. Nellie
SUN MON TUES TDTHU FRI SAT
a group of her piano pupils in a C. Peterson or Francis Havener.
recital
in the tower room of Com
Tv
munity Building Tuesday at 8.15.
Fred L.- Linekin of Rocxland anti
AU interested relatives and friends Edgar B. Putnam of Rockport have
are invited.
been drawn as petit Jurors for lhe
District Court session in Port’and.
Eddie Whalen and Charles Blais
Edwin A. Anderson of Thomaston
dell werc in Old Orchard Thursday
is drawn as grand juror.
night, where on Ocean Pier they
were judges in the “Miss Maine”
The combined Rockland and Bel
contest. There were 20 contestants. fast bands play in Belfast Sunday
Mlss Lila Thompson, substitute for at 3 p. m and in Rockland at 7 30
Miss Norma Patten, and Miss Lois p. m. The program will include a
Jacobs of this city being entered. cornet duet by Frank Young and
Miss Thompson was one of the last Dorothy Young, and a trombone
“COMINO
EVENTS
CAST
THEIR to be eliminated in the finals.
solo by John Putansu.
SHADOWS BEFORE”
,
•
------Aitg. 28-27—Union Play. "Boomer
Many
Knox
County
sport
fans
ang” auspices Woman's Community
Eddie Brown. Morse High Schoofs ,
Club*
Aug 29Camden—Cecelia Loftus ln will hit the trail for Willeys' Arena pitching ace, won thc Bath Golden
Impersonations at Opera House
in the town of Carmel next Monday Harvest Day road race of 3.1 miles (
Aug. 30 Recital of Mrs. Louie J
Roger's piano pupils at Community night, the great attraction being yesterday in the remarkable time |
Building
a 10-round bout between Butch I of 16 minutes. He is a son of Ed- j
Aug. 30-Annual meeting of Three
Quarter C.ntury Club at Capitol Park. Wooster, the local heavyweight
ward Brown who is here this week
Augusta
champion, and Roy Worcester. These
Aug 31-Sept. 1—Owls Head—Play.
with the Maine Amusement Co.
"Poll? Wants a Cracker" at Town Hall boys met some weeks ago and to
Avg. 31-Sept. 1 — Damariscotta —
Lin join County Fair.
> the surprise of the Penobscot
Mrs. Lillian Dinsmore who has
Sept. 2 -Waldoboro—Democratic rally County fans the Rockland boy car
been proprietor of the American
at Htgh Schoo! auditorium
Sept 2—Vlnal Haven—American Le ried off the honors. The loser is House for several years has sold her
gion fair at Memorial hall.
*
loudly demanding satisfaction and hotel belongings and will make her
Sept 5—Labor Day
Sept 12—State election.
if Wooster's friends are not mis home with her daughter. Mrs. Gen
Sept 13—Mirlajn Rebekah Lodge an
taken he will get it—a slam on the eva Olson in Bangor. Her son
nual fair at Odd Fellows hall.
jaw. It is one of Butch's most im "Bangor Bill” Withee will locate at
portant engagements, and he is go Hampden Highland?. Mr. Withee
COMING REUNIONS
Aug. 30—Carroll-Norwood families at ing to Carmel with the Intention of
has been prominent in thc boxing
cottage of Elmer E. Jameson. Sr.
justifying the pride tn which the game here, and made many friends
Friendship
Aug. 31—Whitmore family at Qrauge local boys have ln him.
hall. Pulpit Harbor.
during his stay.

In The

Churches

AUGUST IW
1
W
5" 7
1 2 C

7 8 9 li0 11 12 13
14 15 161 718 19 20
21 22 232425 26 27
28 29 3031

TALK OF THE TOWN

Aug. 31—Kalloch family at home of
A D Kalloch Hight street. Thomaston.
BURN
Aug 31—Wentworth family at Paul
Harriman home. Union
Lindsey—At Knox Hospital. Aug 23.
Aug. 31 — Mank faintly at Maple to Mr and Mrs Cecil Lindsey, a daugh
Orange hall. North Waldoboro
ter--Margaret Cecile.
Aug 31—Hills family at home of
—
Arthur Orinnell. Camden.
MARRIED
Sept. 3—Leadbetter family at North
Haven Orange hall.
Grafton-Flye—At Camden. Aug 26. by
Rev Weston P. Holman. William L
Grafton and Miss Celia B. Flye, both
The Maine Real Estate Associa i of Thomaston.
tion is meeting at the Poland Spring [ Brown-Mardcn—At Camden, Aug 18,
by Rev W F Brown. Einest E Brown
today.
| and Hazlc G. Mardeh. both of North
Haven. ,
Graves-Payson—At Portland. June 28.
A registered Guernsey cow has by Rev Charles E Brooks. Oeorge C
Graves of Rockland and Miss Claris's
recently been sold by Norman B. C. Payson of Camden.

Woolworth to W. M. & H W. Little
DIED
of Rockland. This animal is Mona's
Demiashkevich—A,! Rockport. Aug 26.
Queen of Clearview 549772, accord Michael
J Demiashkevich
ing to the American Guernsey Cat
Nash—At Rockland. Aug 25. Hattie
Louis? Nash, aged 54 years. 5 months.
tle Club. Peterborough, N. H.
Tlie editor acknowledges with
deep appreciation the fine basket
of vegetables from the gardfcn of
Ralph Wiggin, raised at his
farm ln Warren.

Funeral Sunday at 1210 from Advent
Church. Port Clyde.
Interment In
Martinsville.
Seavey—At Ecast Friendship. Aug. 25.
I Edwin W Seavey, aged 75 years. 4
| months. 11 days Funeral Sunday at 3
o'clock from residence Interment in
Cushing.
Jackson—At Thomaston. Aug 26, Wil
liam E Ja-kson, aged 71 years Private
funeral Monday at 10 o'clock from 26
Beechwood street.
Hisler—At Waterville. Aug 23. Arthur
S Hisler of Somerville, aged 50 years.

Members of KaHoch Sunday
School class arc invited to - meet
IN MEMORIAM
with Opportunity Class , First Bap
In loving memory of my dear hus
tist Church. Sunday for thc noon band.
James H. Barnes, who passed
study period. Mrs. Carl Gray of away Aug 27, 1920
Remembrance Is a golden chain
Omaha will be guest speaker.

Death tries to break but all In vain
To have, to love, and then to part
Is the greatest sorrow of one's heart.
Tlie years may wipe out many things.
But this they wipe out, never
Thc memory of those happy days
When we were together.
Never to be forgotten by his loving
wife Ida E. Barnes and family.
•

The Green Magazine. The Ameri
can Weekly Magazine, a complete
separate section of Comics, a big
Sports section and complete cover
age of all the news—all these come
to you Every week with Boston Sun
IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of Arnold Snowday Advertiser.
deal. Jr., who passed away Aug 26. 1935
We think of you our darling
As each day on earth jgoes by.
And wonder why God chose you
To be the one to die.
And amid these days of wondering
We know that God knows best.
And know that He had reasons
I For calling you home to rest.
I Lovingly remembered by Mr and
| Mrs. Arnold Snowdeal and family. •

|
I
j
'
j

MORTICIANS
Ambulance Service
TELS. 390 AND 781-1

361-365 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND
119-tf

.

-------------------------------

!

CARD OF THANKS
Since we cannot personally thank
' all our friends and neighbors, the doo
' tors and nurses of Knox Hospital and
everyone who so kindly stood by us
during the Illness and death of our
I loved one. we take this way of thank
ing you all. Tour kindness shall never
be forgotten.

i Albert Quinn and children, Miss Ina
I Alajokl. Mr. and Mrs. George L. Quinn.

While in Rockland this week E
C. Moran, Jr., of the U. S. Mari
time Commission, Received invita
tions from widely scattered sources
to deliver addresses. One which
he was obliged to decline came from
Halifax. N. S.; thc other, which he
still has under consideration, came
from White Sulphur Springs, Va
Mrs Moran was Included in the
latter invitation.
A School of Instruction for dis
trict 12. OES. was conducted Wed
nesday at Masonic Temple, by Mrs
Gertrude Boody, District Deputy
Grand Matron. Other grand officers
present were Worthy Grand Matron.
Sadie Grover of York Beach; assoei-F
aie grand matron, Nellie Hinckley,
cf Fairfield; Madeline Wood of
Portland, district deputy grand ma
tron; Alvria Greeley of Oakland
district deputy grand matron; Ella
Fickett of Portland, associate grand
conductress; and Sarah Shaw of
Bath, past grand matron. An ex
cellent dinner, directed by Mrs. Malle
Soalding was served at noon. Tie
school was largely attended, repre
sentatives from other States includ
ing Rochester, N. Y.; Providence, R.
I.; and Roxbury, Mass.
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Oh, Dad, be sure and have our
clothes cleaned
at LAMB’S
before school begins

SERMONETTE

Their
Phone is

Petsonal Responsibility

Ezekiel was one of three great
prophets of Israel and of these
he was a mystic which makes
it difficult for us, in. this day,
to understand him readily. He
had a distinct message to Israel,
and if closely studied, to such of
us as arc disturbed by the
changes being imposed upon our
standards of living. We are
aware of the ease with which we
have slipped into careless ways,
into lax morals, into low con
cepts of life in our literature
and dress.
Sin is marking our present
civilization. Glance at any news
stand and you will see the cheap
ness and vileness displayed for
sale. Complete nakedness upon
our streets is but one step re
moved from our beauties on daily
parade north, south, east and
west at our pleasure resorts. Run
through the advertisements in
home magazines. Few make
serious attemps at betterment.
Wc say “what's the use.”
If one protests at the damage
to American ideals In govern
ment; in fear for the evils of
race track gambling; at the en
croachment of liquor in the de
basement of sons and daughters
he is "speaking out of turn” and
told not “to stick out his neck
if he doesn't want to be hit.”
Ezekiel preached the doctrine
of personal responsibility before
God and toward men.
"Have I any pleasure at all
that the wicked should die and
not that he should return from
his ways and live?” saith thc
Lord God.—-William A. Holman

103‘ltl

tian Ideal ” Music by thc mixed
quartet with Mrs. Faith Berry at
the organ.
• • • •
“Christ Jesus” is the .‘ubject of
thc lesson-sermon that will be read
in all churches of Christ. Scientist,
tomorrow. The golden text is:
"Thou,
Beth-lethem
Ephratah.
, though you be little among the
, thousands of Judah, yet out of thee
: liall he come forth unto me that
I Is to bp ruler in Israel; whose goI mgs forth have been from of old,
! Ircm everlasting" (Micah 5:2). The
citations from thc Bible Include the
following passages: “And John call
ing lunto him two of his disciples
sent them to Jesus, saying. Art
thou he that should come? or look
wc for another? Then Jesus an
swering said unto them. Go your
way, and tell John what things ye
have seen and heard; how that the
i blind see, tlie lame walk, the lepers
are cleansed, the deaf hear, the
dead arc raised, to the poor the
gospel is preached" (Luke 7:19. 22).

Search for Eternal Life." At noon
the church school assembles witn
classes for all ages, and the Chris
tian Endeavor service is at 6.30 p. m.
Tuesday thc 20-minute prayer meet
ing for men is et 12 05 p. m. and
Mrs. Emily MacDonald Gray leads
the happy prayer and praise service
at 7.30 p. m.

Dollar Day is past. Labor Day and thc opening
of schools is right before us. And herc is where
we are prepared to serve you. Wed like to show
you what we have for boys’ school use.
$3.98 SI 50
ROVS' SUITS—4 tn 8
$12.50. $15 00
BOYS' SUITS—ages 8 to IX
S1.IMI, $1.50, S1.9X. $$98
BOYS' KNICKERS
$1.50, $1.98. $2.98
ROVS' LONGIES
........................ 59c, $101
ROYS’ SHORT PANTS
59c, 79c
ROVS* SHIRTS
............. $1.00, $1.50, $1.98
BOYS' SWEATERS
$2.00, $2.50, $3.01
YOUNG MEN'S SCHOOL PANTS
$1.00, $2.00
YOUNG MEN’S SHIRTS
$1.98, $2.98
YOUNG MEN’S SWEATERS
$1.50, $198
MEN’S WORK PANTS
...................
$1.(81. $1 25
MEN'S OVERALLS
..................................... .
75c
MFN'S WORK SHIRTS
$1.00
MFM'S niTNGAREES

Sea Salmon Dam
Engages Attention of Knox
Fish and Games—Com
mittee To Visit Augusta
Approximately 60 members of the
Knox County Fish and Game As
sociation gathered at the Congrega
tional Parish House ln Camden
Thursday night for what proved to
be a lively business meeting, as
well as a highly enjoyable social
affair
The Wadsworth caterers 1
looked well after thc comfort of the

» • • •
inner man.
Sunday at the First Baptist
These new members were en
Church the guest speaker at 1030
rolled: Walter H. Spear, Rockland;
I will be Rev. Harry Leach, D. D.,
pastor of the First Baptist Church Lucius Barker, Union; Ralph A.
at Hackensack, N. J , his topic be Carroll. Thomaston; Crosby Lud
Rev. J. W. Ames of Union will ing "God's Eternal Purpose." Fran wick, Rorkland; Kenneth Feyler.
preach at Holman Memorial Chapel, cis E. Havener. Jr., will be thc solo
Thomaston; Carl Wiebe and Edgar
at 3 o'clock Sunday.
ist both morning and evening, sing W. Dorr.
» 9 ■ O
ing "Consider and Hear Me,” Al
The burden of thc meeting con
At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal!, fred Wooler; "Enough to Know," cerned thc proposed upper dam In
Rev. E O. Kenyon, rector, thc serv Frances S. Clark; and “Just for thc St. Oeorges River, to be built
ices for tomorrow will be appropri Today," Sybil F. Partridge. Carlton for the purpose of propagating sea
ate for thc eleventh Sunday after H. Gregory, a student at Providence salmon. The project was discussed
Trinity: Matins at 7.10. Holy Com Bible Institute, will speak at the from various angles, among those
munion at 7.30. Holy Eucharist and 7.30 p. m. service, his subject "The taking part being Dr. Charles CodDrastic reductions on all sum sermon at 10.30. Vespers at 7.30 p. m
man of Philadelphia, Charles F T
mer dresses. Burdell's Dress Shop.
] Seaverns cf Hartford, and Super
—adv.
FIRST CHURCH OF
At the
Littlefield Memorial
visor Joseph Stickney. There were
Church Sunday the pulpit will be
numerous questions relative to the
CHRIST, SCIENTIST
supplied by Rev. Philip Tolman. |
dampener
which Commissioner
ROCKLAND MAINE
Announces
Morning service Is at 10.30 with solo
George J. Stobie was reported to
A Free Lecture on
by Mrs. Wesley Thurston. The
have placed on the proposition, but
Christian Science
church school meets at 11.45 and
in the end. upon motion of Major
Entitled
the Christian Endeavor at 6 o’clock.1
Talbot Aldrich it was voted to send
“CHRISTIAN SCIENCE: ITS
Praise service and sermon is at'
President Arthur McDonald and
MESSAGE OF INDIVIDUAL
7.15 with special music. Prayer
SALVATION"’
Dr. W. P. Conley to Augusta to see
by
meeting Tuesday evening at 7 30.
what cafi be done about the matter.
William Duncan Kilpatrick,C.S.B.
• • » •
They arc to report at a meeting to
nf Detroit, Michigan
Rev. Corwin H. Olds will return Member of the Board of fecturc- be called within a fortnight.
Ambulance Service
shlp of The Mother Churrh,
The report showing the large
from his tour of duty ei Fort Etnan Thc First Church of Christ, Scientist
in Boston, Mass.
quantity of landlocked salmon, rain
Allen, Vt., to conduct the services
In the Church Edifice
bow trout and trout plant
and preach at the Congregational
RUSSELL
Cor. Cedar and Brewster Sts.
ed
ln Knox County lakes and
Church
this
Sunday.
The
service
FUNERAL HOME
SUNDAY AFTERNOON, AUG. 28
streams, aroused considerable en
of worship is at 10 30 a. m., and the
9 CLAREMONT ST. TEL. 662
at 3.30 P. M. (D.S.T.)
ROCKLAND, ME.
thusiasm—“the finest lot of salmon
theme of the sermon will be “The
The Public is cordially Invited.
98-tf Co-ordinating Power of the Chrls102-103
and trout Knox County has seeti in

We can't begin (o lell you of all the good and pretty things
we have in Men'* and Boys' Wear. Come in and see for yoursclt.

WILLIS AYER
.

a long time,” President McDonald !
said.
Thc matter of pollution was dis
cussed. Supervisor Stickney said
the law did not apply to thc St
Oeorges River, and that the dump
ing of sawdust cannot be prevent
ed, except in certain specified riven.
"There should be such legisla- 1
tion," declared Mr. Seaverns, and to '
that proposition everybody acceded.
Edward Dornan gave a technical
but highly interesting description
of the method by which the fish
were planted n Knox County waters,
and It seems to have bcen very suc
cessful as only 700 were lost out of
26,000.
Joe Stickney's motion pictures in
technicolor, and his accompanying
talk were highly enjoyed.
.1

NOW IS THE TIME!
WATER PIPES RENEWED
AND WIRED OUT
NEW SEWERS LAID
ALSO CLEANED WHEN
PLUGGED
SEPTIC TANKS & CESSPOOLS
AND CEMENT WORK
REPAIR CELLAR WALLS

S. E. EATON
TEL. 1187-R,

ROCKLAND, ME.

CHECK COSTS HERE

After all. casts must enter into
the consideration of a Monu
ment's purchase. It is in this es
sential detail that you will find
our suggestions valuable. We are
concerned with providing most
Memorials for thc money. Mot
value for patrons, means wider"
patronage, for us.

Wm. E. Dornan & Son,
INC.
CEMETERY MEMORIALS
EAST UNION and THOMASTON

4astf
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WALDOBORO AND VICINITY
Latest news from Lincoln County towns collected by our diligent correspondents.

Send Waldoboro news to Mrs. Louise Miller, telephone 27-

EvSry-Orfier-Daf

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, August 27, 1938

'’T
SOUTH WALDOBORO

AT THE PARK MONDAY-TUESDAY

James Richards motored Friday
to Warren to call on his son-in-law

WARREN
★★★★
A I.ENA L. STARRETT
Correspondent

anesl Starrett who remains ill.

★★

Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Harding

granddaughter Betty of AuburnTel. 49
Charles Rowe, Jr., has returned Miss Edith who has been guest of i dale, Mass., and Mrs Hattie Blake
from a visit in Auburn with his her aunt m Portland the past week of Newburyport are at the Harding
Miss Athleen Robinson of North,
Citizens welcome once again the ■ summer home while Mr Harding is
brother, Paul Rowe.
j Warren is employed at the home ]
Mr. and Mrs. G. J. Kuhn and ringing of the fire siren at noon.' on vacation.
’ ol Mrs. Arnold Robinson, the lat- [
Miss Virginia Kuhn were recent The whistle has been installed ln
Mrs. Roy Lawton, son Benjamin
i
let having work at the Georges j
the telephone office and hereafter 1 and daughter-in-law of Ayer. Mass,
Rockland visitors.
j River Mills.
Miss Lorene Howell, accompanied will be in charge of the operator on spent the past week with Mrs. LawThe sermon topic Sunday mornby Woodrow Bradford and Donald duty.
ton's brother and sister, Mrs. Sadie
, ing at the Baptist Church will be.
Smith of Thomaston and Miss Ida
Mrs. Grace Freeman and Miss Flanders.
“Jesus Never Fails;'' at 7 p. m. "Tlie
Weymouth of Portland visited Sun Louise Freeman of Arlington, Mass.
Sylvanus Borneman was taken
Tie
That Binds.” This to be Rev.
day at Old Orchard Beach.
are visiting Mrs. I. P. Marple.
Monday by ambulance to Portland
Mr. Welch's final sermon. Church
Mrs. Annie Hill. Mrs. Prank Har
Mrs. Respa Howell and Mrs. where a specialist was consulted.
school will meet at noon, and Chris
rington and John Harrington of Marie Hilt were recent Rockland Mr. Borneman entered Knox Hostian Endeavor at 6
Lowell, Mass., are guests of Mrs. visitors.
pital the following day to receive
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Nichols. Ed
Mabel Mank.
Mrs. Regina Hall of Hebron has 1 treatment.
ward Penter. Miss Agnes Dough
Robert Fairbrother suffered a been guest this week of her mother,, Ernest Cole of Somerville visited
erty of Boston are guests of Mr.
painful injury to his hand Tuesday Mrs Anna McLaughlin.
at the Standish home a few days
and Mrs. Leland Chapman. Miss J
when it became crushed in a ma
Rev. Robie Rushton of Nobleboro recentiy. Mr. Cole and Miss BarGeraldine Nichols, daughter of Mr.
chine which he was operating at and Winchester. Mass., will occupy bara Standish motored Thursday to
and Mrs. Nichols, has been with
Medomak Canning Factory. He ( the pulpit at the Baptist Church : Appleton to visit Miss Standish's
Mrs. Chapman for two weeks.
was taken to Memorial Hospital ,
morning whi]e
pastor sister. Mrs. C. Johnson Pitman.
Guests Wednesday of Mr. and
Damariscotta, for treatment and I
Vaughn
u on vacaAn advertising picture of amuse
Mrs.
Parker McKellar were Arthur
x-rays.
I
ment, travel and educational feaSpencer of Framingham, Mass.,
Mrs. Porter Soule went Friday1 10n'
Romance is grand for Warner Baxter, star of "I’ll Give a Million.”
Mrs. M. I. Sprague has returned ! (Ures sponsored by a business con
Frederick Fletcher of Providence. |
to Waterville where she will visit
from Boston where she was called Cern was shown Tuesday night on and Marjorie Weaver, his charming leading lady in 20th Century-Fox's Mrs Robert Fletcher and daughter
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont )
relatives.
by”the_deatn of her uncle, William 1t7e q. h Scofield lawn’to a large I W*»‘ entertainment of the season. Baxter gives his millions the air and j
Mms.
1-Cleverness
49-Prong
15- New South Wales
Mrs. Maude Clark Gay was a
I audience.
...at......
goes looking for a girl who is looking only for love.—adv.
5-Pertainlng to Asia
51-Lured
(abbr.)
Phtnney.
Edwin Kalloch of North Warren
Portland visitor Friday.
9-Pitch
53-Land surrounded by 16- Unit
Mrs Elizabeth Pitt of Flatbush.
Mrs.
Warren
Pearl
has
been
visit

was
dinner
guest
Wednesday
of
Mr.
11- Narrow strip of
water (pi.)
Through the generosity of citizens
17- Group of cattle
N. Y., and other guests from New
wood
CUSHING
and Mrs. A. T. Norwood.
55- Part of verb "To be 19-Agitate
and service clubs, funds are being ing Mr. Pearl in Revere. Mass.
56- Eternitles
21-Sediment
Mrs. Arvin French of Holyoke. 12- Type measure
Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Wixon of De York spent the past week with Dr.
provided for material for the grad
14-Gull-like bird
57- A vegetable
24-PertaiAing to numbei
The Misses Whittemore of Midand
Mrs.
E.
L.
Oldis.
Mass.,
who
Is
visiting
in
Nobleboro.
land.
Fla
,
are
guests
of
Mr
and
16- Was indebted to
ing of the grounds around the High
58- A thoroughfare
27-Choose
Mrs. Frank Parks of Quincy, dleboro, Mass., are guests of Mrs
was guest Wednesday of Mrs. Ben 17- lsland group in Pa
(abbr.)
29-Ventllated
School building. Additional money Mrs. K. L. Deymore.
William
Boynton
at
the
McNamaracific Ocean (abbr.) 59- Brought up
31- lmltate
jamin Starrett.
Mrs. Lawrence Nadeau ol Bath is Mass., has been in town, called by
ls needed for material and contri
18- Torments
Boynton farm.
MRS OSCAR C LANE
60- Walk
32- Three (Italian)
the
serious
illness
of
her
brother,
A.
T.
Norwood,
who
observed
his
visiting
her
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
butions will be gratefully received
20-Sewing Implement 62- Lock of hair
35- Small particle
Rev. O. S. Duffield, pastor of the
Sylvester
Borneman.
birthday Wednesday was guest of
63- Willow twigs
Correspondent
(Pl.)
by William Brooks, Jr. The labor Osborne Welt.
36- Door-knockers
Methodist Church Phoenixville. Pa
honor at a picnic supper party that 22- Bristle (Bot.)
39- Revolves
cost of this work is being furnished
will conduct services at the Bap
40- A broad smile
night at Bert’s picnic grounds. Clark 23- Had
EAST WALDOBORO
by WPA.
FRIENDSHIP
25- Weird
VERTICAL
41- Part of a plant
tist Church. South Cushing Sun
Rev.
Kenneth
Cook,
the
pastor,
Island
Mr.
Norwood
received
many
26- Wild animal
A Democratic rally will be heli
42- To alter the form of
The Methodist Sunday School and
,
day
at
2
o'clock
Rev.
and
Mrs
,
J Henry Ives. Jr., is manager of
will preach at Union Church Sun fine gifts. Present were Mrs Alice 28-Relieved
43- A farm animal (pi.)
next Friday in the High School audi friends held a picnic ' Tuesday
at!
„
„ ,
.
_ ,
1- Retalns
.
the Farmers Union store in Rock- Duffield are occupying the Flint day morning. There will be special Robbins. Mrs. Zena Nelson and 30- Relate (abbr.)
44- Terminates
torium at 8 o'clock. Ex-Governor South Pond with
*- a
n large
lares number
31- Amount (abbr.)
cottage.
2- Prepositlon
45- Begin
Charles Smith of Union. Mrs. A. T 33- Pronoun
J music by the vested choir.
Louis J. Brann and F. Harold D’t- present. The Ladles Aid will serve !, land.
3- Small home
47- Advertisementa
The Helpful Club and friends to I
Martin
Bovey
and
son.
Mrs
Harland Dearborn and family of Norwood. Mr. and Mrs. Oliver B 34- Ruler of an empire
4- Part of the leg
(abbr.)
bord. as well as all county candi a public supper at the vestry Thurs
"Teddie" of Carlisle. Mass., passed the number of 65 gave Mrs.M. D
I Ubby and Mrs. Ada Spear.
35- Part of a circle
5- To the sheltered side 48- Librarian (abbr.)
dates for offices, will be present.
day from 5.30 to 7130.
6- Most sorrowful
50-The natural fat
Sunday and Monday with Mr and James and family of Broad Cote
arrived Wednesday. They were
Edward Clements has as his guests 37- Before
When schools open Sept. 12, con
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Lawry and
38- Unit of work
7- Pronoun
52-Digits
farm an old fashioned house warm
Mrs
Henry
B
Bovey
and
together,
dinner guests Thursday of Mr. and Mr- and Mrs. George Gibson and 41-Affirm
siderably increased enrollment in daughter Eda. accompanied by Mrs.
8- Boisterous
54-Mother of Apollo
ing
Wednesday
night
instead
of
daughter of Canton. Mass., and Mrs 43-Worship
10- Mistake
(Gr. Myth.)
the High School 1s expected. Rich Eudora Miller of Waldoboro mo the group called on relatives at
i Mrs. Charles C. Webster.
holding the regular club meeting.,
45- Cease
11- Native of Sweden
59-Exist
Mabie
Mank
of
New
Hampshire.
ard Gerry, head of the new agri tored Tuesday to Boothbay on a Christmas Cove. Mr and Mrs
Miss p-ances MacArthur of Bos
46- Shaded walks
13-Join
61-Jumbled type
Henry Coss of West Somerville were Beano was played and the singing 1
Overnight guests Tuesday of Mr.
cultural course, reports a favorable day's visit.
ton. is guest of her sister Mrs. R.
of
the
old
time
songs
led
by
Mrs
also recent visitors at the Bovey
and Mrs. Jesse Mills were Mr. and ____________ _
|
Interest in the scientific features
(Solution To Previous Puzzle)
Mr. and Mrs. R. U. Root and
Nettie Vinal of Warren, Mrs. Myers Mont Arey on Lane's Island.
Mrs. Daniel Randall of Needham. Ka,loch and
M Kenniston>
of farming, among the applicants mother Mrs. Jennie Hall of Wash home.
Mrs. Mertle Carver, has returned
c R E D E N T 1 A L
D E E R
Mrs. Orville Jameson and chil at the melodeon was greatly en
Mass.
for admission. Instruction in poul ington. D. C„ are passing the re
deacons of the church; Mrs. Ed
L 1 M E
joyed. Refreshments were served. from Knox Hospital where she has
E 1 R 1 E
E T T c
dren
of
Camden
were
guests
th;
Dr. Judson P. Lord, son of Mr. mund V. Oxton. deaconess; Mrs.
try raising also will be a special mainder of the season at their
T R O T S
E L 1 S
A T O p
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Pierce and been a patient. She was accom and Mr. Charles Lord of Camden,
past
week
of
Mrs.
Josiah
Jameson.
feature. All conveyance routes will home here.
r A N S
C T E
Laura Seavey, and Rev. and Mrs.
R A N t
panied
home
by
her
sister
Mrs.
Ada
son
of
Bluehill
Falls.
Supt.
En

Orville Jameson passed the weekend
has taken rooms at P D. Siarrett’s. H I. Holt of Rockport.
T H E
remain the same as last year, bids
R E E D
L
Miss Nellie Davis attended last
M
Simpson
of
Thomaston.
gineer
for
Phoenix
Iron
Co.,
on
4he
there and Merle Jameson and fam
R|C|S T O R E
A R 1 S T O LDr Lord is an osteopathic physician
being closed Aug. 29.
Saturday the summer reunion at
The
program
consisted
of:
Tenor
AMA, 5> s
Richard Rhodes and Mr Stock-' anc] surgeon. He is a graduate of
E L E C T 1 V E
ily of Woolwich made a visit Sun construction of the bridge EggemogThe ladies of the First Baptist Kents Hill Seminary.
solo, "Open the Gates of the Tern- i D ' V|
1 s L E
D E N
gin
Reach,
were
recent
guests
of
man
of
Portland
were
recent
guests
tb
e
Kirksville
(Mo)
College
of
day.
Church will serve a chicken supper
pie.” Chester Wyllie; duet, “Whis-! 1 TE n AT E
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Marrinbr who
A L E R T
Osteopathy, and of the University
The C. Bowers have been hosts Rev and Mrs. O. S. Duffield at W. of I. W. Fifield.
a
)
s
|
s
In Odd Fellows' hall Friday from were guests of E. H. Lawry, have
r" t
pering Hope,” Mrs. Doris Overlock!
A S T s
u R O R
Flints cottage.
Mrs. Eva gmjth of Hyde Park, of Maine. He comes here from
to Mrs. Kenneth Donovan of Provi
6 to 8 o'clock.
n
N
Q E N r T
returned to Vassalboro.
and Mrs. Avis Norwood; tenor solos. I
Many farmers here are still strug-, \jass
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Alvin South Paris.
dence. Mr. and Mrs. William Stan
1 |Dlo L s
M o s T
T A U c
Richard Connor of Winchester,
Miss Mary Packard and Miss
“The Old Refrain.” and "Rose of
gling with haying, owing to the Cobb
p A L E R
E
I D E A
Several members of Ivy Chapter.
Teague Mrs Grace
Mass., is visiting relatives in town. Pauline Starrett after a three weeks' ford, Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Starret
A
prolonged spell of wet weather (
N,E S
T
Mr. and Mrs. P. T. Bicknell of O.Efi. attend the school instruc- Wyllie accompanist. Mrs. Reta Co- & It'a sT P CL A E C A N r
Mrs. Stanley I. Bailey, who spent vacation at their homes here, have of Warren, Clarence Barnard of
R 3 E - E A E s
which dates back to the early
Rockland were recent guests of Mr. tion Wednesday in Rockland.
| burn in
of (riends aBd
the summer with her mother, Mrs. resumed training at the Maine Gen Rockland. Mrs L. A Winchenbach spring.
“■'T
and
daughter
Arvilla
of
South
and Mrs Charles Chilles.
Mrs. Charles Overlbck. who obof lhe church presented Rev
Maude Clark Gay. and Mrs. William eral Hospital in Portland.
Mrs. Hattie Ames remains con-1
Harrington, F., student, h 10
Waldoboro. Miss Myra Fitch and
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Guilford served her birthday Tuesday was ’ and Mrs Welch with a purse of Mayo,
Brown who was guest at the Gay
Mrs. E. H. Lawry and daughter
Masonic
fined to her bed at the home of
went Friday to Castine.
: Pleasantly surprised that night by money, to which Rev. Mr. Welch. Mayo & Rose (W. E. Mayo, C. A.
home the past few weeks returned Eda accompanied by Mrs. Gertrude Miss Winifred Fitch of Worcester. her son Leon.
Mass
j ,,
„
, a group of friends who arrived un- _
Friday to Philadelphia.
Oliver and Miss Phyllij Stevens mo
Rose), clothing, 411-413 Main.
Sutton and
,
,
made gracious reply.
Mrs. George Bennett and son . Mr. and Mrs. Warren
Mr
and
Mrs.
Leroy
Smith
and
j
..
.
.expectedly to help her celebrate the
Mr. and Mrs. Dudley Hovey re tored Wednesday to North Waldo
Mayo.
Walter E., (Mayo & Rose) h 4
The
committees
In
charge
of
the
daughter.
Mr
and
Mrs.
Charles
Sut'
,
.
.
son Irving of Portland were dinner George of Watertown. Mass., are .
event She received a variety of reception were: Arrangements, Mrs.
Chestnut.
turn today to Newtonvllle.
boro. and partook of chicken supper
ton of West Orange. N. J. who have i
,
.
..
_
occupying
the
Lawrence
Hahn
cot

guests Monday night of Mr. and
,
. „ „
.
, ' remembrances from the group. Pres- Jennie Kenniston; entertainment, McAllister. E S., h 41 Grace.
George Foss is confined to his
Mrs. Ray Wlnchenpaw and
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Frank!
„
tage Hathorne's Point. Mrs. Walter been
Mrs. J. L. Flanders.
_
„
,
,
.
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25 Lawrence.
Edward Coombs was at home
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the
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children. Ruth and Arthur go to don, Mrs. Myron Neal and Mrs.
Avis Norwood, and Miss Tena Mc
h 34 Atlantic.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Goodwin, Barnes motored Tuesday to Sears Margery of Cleveland, Ohio and j Norwood. Mrs. Isa Teague, Miss Callum Ice cream and cake were
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Edward
served by Misses. Virginia Wyllie,
companied home by their daughter, in Portland.
Water.
Bertha of Rockland passed last Overlock and family, Arlington
of Quincy, Mass, arrived Sunday at visited friends.
Phyllis Perry. Ann Norwood, and McAuliff, Patrick, cigar maker, h 27
The Baptist Ladies Circle will
Miss
Orpha
Killeran
is
at
home
weekend
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Emile
Wilbur Stratton's.
Hudson of Mansfield, Mass., Mr.
Water.
hold its annual sale Tuesday at the
from Fairfield sanatorium, where Coombs. Miss Bertha Coombs is re and Mrs. Arnold Teague and family Elizabeth Kenniston.
McCainey, J. R„ collector, bds 301
Mrs
J.
L.
Flanders,
Miss
Marion
K. P. hall.
Main.
Flanders and Henry lives attended she has been on the nurses' stafl. maining for a longer visit.
of South Union, Mrs. Harry WhiteMrs. Carroll Gleason is occupying
McCarthy.
T. G„ trained nurse, 143
After
a
few
weeks
recuperation
she
Mr. and Mrs. Fred K. Coombs en hill, Miss Martha Whitehill, Miss
the recent amateur hour at the
Maverick.
her cottage for the remainder of
Community Building in Rockland will join the nursing staff at the tertained at a dinner party Wed Joyce Whitehill and Norman White- [
McDavitt, Mrs. Mary, h 87 Pleas
the seas ;n The Roadside Cemetery
ant.
Mrs. M. E. Winchenbach has been Lewiston hospital from which she nesday. Mrs. Aura Roberts. Mrs. hill of Thomaston. Mrs. E. D. Mank.:
(Continued from Page One)
Association will hold its annual
McDonald, Alexander, locksmith, 12
Emma Mills. Mrs Lillian Libby. Miss Shirley Howard. Miss Edna
visiting her son Perl at Back Cove received her degree in June
meeting Monday at the Hatchet
Park place, h Upper Pleasant,
Mrs. Lettie Wotton of Rockport Mrs. Nettie Wooster and Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Perl Winchenbarh
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D..
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Ulmer assists Mrs. W. F. Flint in
A motor sail to Deer Isle in the Waldoboro.
Refreshments were Marsh. Robert N., railway mail McDonald, Jennie C., (McDonald &
tion are urged to be present Those
caring for her mother, Mrs. Nancy
clerk, h 79 Broad.
Ferguson, milliners, 393 Main,)
SEARSMONT
Holstrom boat was enjoyed Sunday served.
who have not paid dues are reques
bds 39 Park.
Marsh, Villa M , h 77 Broad.
Bushnell.
by Mr and Mrs. George Gray,
The special services last Saturday Marshall, Courtney E., engineer, h McDougall, H. Nelson, Insurance
ted to aid the organization In keep
Dr. Louis Benson has returned
The Methodist vestry is being im
agent with Maynard S. Bird.
26 Suffolk.
ing the cemetery mowed and cared proved by the enlargement of the from Roslindale. Mass, and has as daughter Carrie, Mr. and Mrs. Owen at the Baptist auditorium by the
Syndicate building, h 20 Myrtle.
Roberts. Barbara. Mont and James 14 students from Junior League of Marshall, Mrs. Mary C„ h 1 Lime
for.
guests for a few weeks his brother
McDougall. Wm., ship carpenter, h
kitchen.
rock. suite 8.
Roberts and Miss Mabel Carlon.
All Nations and State were well at
49 Thomaston
Mr. Stillman and Mr. MacFarland
Mr. and Mrs. F. Adelbert Dunton sister-in-law and niece.
It will be a fine opportunity to tended and much enjoyed. The Marson, Melville L„ paper hanger, McDougall, Wm. J. B., student, h 49
spent last weekend at their Hatchet visited Sunday with Mr. and Mrs
h 668 Main.
Thomaston
visit Camden Sunday when the students and their manager were
Cove cottage.
«
Marston, Melvin J., master Tnariner, McFarland. John, blacksmith, h 8
Floyd R. Ness ln Bangor. Mrs
entertained
overnight
Saturday
at
Vinal Haven Band sponsors an ex
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Foster have Lola R. Ness of Belfast and Priscilla
h 76 Mechanic.
Linden.
cursion on steamer W. S. White, the homes of Mr. and Mrs. Chester Martin, APbie V., student, h 107 McFadden, Oliver M, master mari
returned to North Carolina.
Beals accompanied them, remaining
Wyllie,
Mrs.
Leroy
Norwood.
Mrs.
ner, 'h 25 Rockland.
leaving Vinal Haven at 9.30 and re
North (Main.
for the week.
turning at 2. 20. The Vlnal Haven A. T. Norwood, Fred Kenniston, Martin, Austin H., clerk, h 11 Ma McFadden. Winnie M , h 386 Broad
JEFFERSON
Mr. and Mrs. Ray C. Williamson
way.
sonic.
Chiefs will play Camden Shells at Rev. and Mrs. Howard A Welch,
Miss Grace Smiley of Providence of Goshen, N. Y., have been visit
FAMILY
Martin, Mrs. A. S , canvasser, h 10 McGrath, John H„ grocer. 80 Sea.
Mrs.
Arthur
Perry.
Miss
Mary
Kal

12 o'clock.
h Same.
is visiting her cousin, Miss Alice ing Mrs. Williamson's mother, Mrs
Leland.
I REUNIONS
Tilley.
Martin, Bertha B„ student, h 107 McInnis, Angus C., clerk, 148 Broad
Mrs. L. R t Smith entertained loch and Miss Tena McCallum.
Lula Sprowl.
way.
Mrs. Florence Torrey of Franklin,
North Main.
Wednesday at a family dinner party.
Jane Walters of Philadelphia, re
COURIER-GAZETTE SPECIAL
Mrs. Ada M. Hawes spent last
Marston, Freeman S., blacksmith, h McInnis, Catherine T., h 148 Broad
Mass.,
arrived
Wednesday
to
spend
The Cole family who have been
cently assisted with the music at Saturday in Augusta on business
way.
21 Crescent.
WHITE VELLUM
at their cottage at Shore Acres the two weeks with her sister, Mrs. Cur Martin, Mrs. J. L., h 110 Union.
McInnis. Johanna, bookkeeper, h
the morning service of the First and was a caller on friends .
Monarch Size
148 Broadway.
Martin, Mrs. Lydia, h Old County
past few weeks returned Wednesday tis C. Starrett.
Baptist Church.
75 sheets 7%xl0%
Mrs. E. Bliss Marriner and daugh
• • • •
McInnis, John, master mariner, h
road.
to
Cleveland,
Ohio.
Miss Maria Tilley celebrated her ter Helen, Miss Geneva Hutchins
50 envelopes 4x7 H
148 Broadway.
Martin. Octavia H. h 110 Union.
New Congregational Pastor
87th birthday this week and appre of Belfast and Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Your name and address on pa
Martin, Thomas A., kiln tender, h McInnis. John, ship carpenter, h
Rev. L. Clark French, pastor of
per and envelopes printed in Blue,
Dr. Stratton will be at his Vinal
34 Atlantic.
107 North Main.
ciated the cards and letters received P. Cobb attended the alumni re
Black, Green or Brown ink.
the
Federated Church at Oxford, Mason, Charles, shoe repairer, 86 McInnis, Mary C., clerk, 148 Broad
Haven
office
from
the
arrival
of
the
from friends.
union last Saturday at Kent’s Hill.
way.
Main, h 88 same.
Only $1.35 postpaid
boat Monday afternoon, Aug. 29, has accepted a call to the Congre
Robert Heidemark, 77, died Sun Mr. Marriner and son Philip and
Mason. S. Edwin, master machinist, McInnis & McNamara (T. E. McIn
KALLOCH FAMILY
gational
Church
In
this
town,
and
until
its
departure
Wednesday
nis, James H. McNamara,) gro
day at the home of William Nash. Mr and Mrs. Maurice E. Cobb at
h 32 Granite.
has tendered his resignation in Ox Mason, William H„ cook, h 16 Cedar
cers, 252 Main.
He had been living with the Nash's tended the air meet last Saturday The 69th annual Kalloch family morning.—adv.
ford to take effect, Sept. 4th. Ac Mather, Albert I„ florist, h 30 Pur McInnis, Sarah A., housekeeper, 121
for two months previous to which in Augusta.
reunion will be held Wednesday,
Park.
chase.
companied by Mrs. French, son
WASHINGTON
he had taken care of the farm of
McInnis, Timothy E., (McInnis &
Mrs. Ada Wiley of Newburyport, Aug. 31 at the home of Arthur D.
Stuart and daughter. Glenice he Mather. Mrs. Augustus C„ florist,
McNamara, grocers, 252 Main) h
Mrs. Rebecca Hall. No immediate Mass., and Misses Mabel Smith and Kalloch, High street, Thomaston.
greenhouses, cor Pleasant and
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Sprague will move here as soon as practic
148 Broadway.
Purchase street, h 30 Purchase.
relatives survive.
Helen Allen of Mechanic Falls visi All relatives and friends invited.
who have been visiting relatives in able.
Mather, Harry A, florist, h 30 Pur McIntire, Mrs. Catherine, h 35 Sea
Mrs. Richard Anderson and son ted Mrs. Delle Howes and Fred
A. D. Kalloch, Sec.
McIntire, Edward W., billiards,
chase.
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of Portland are visiting Mrs. An Wiley, Sunday.
100*104
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Mr. and Mrs. Luther Kennedy of of their grandfather, Eben Cobb,
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& (Maine Express Co., 4 Elm, h
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and Mrs. Georgia Bryant of Wal
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Maxey, Frank L„ clerk, h 27 Cam
and Mrs. G. A. Hoffses.
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McIntosh, Edward C., lime trimmer,
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the and worked at district missionary
Governor Barrows was the prin- family of Gardiner were guests Sun hall at North Waldoboro Wednes doboro attended Tuesday
h 16 Prospect.
work about Stratton for four years. Maxey, (Wm. H„ cooper, h 151 Pleas
cipal speaker at a Republican rally day of Mr. and Mrs. Maynard E. day, Aug. 31. All who are not soli Church fair which was held under
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linette superfine
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Main.
May Cigar Co., (J. D. May, E. S.
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present and the meeting was well of Skowhegan were visitors Sunday welcome. No further notice.
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NEWS OF THE DAY
—AT—

CAMDEN
As collected by our correspondent
GILBERT HARMON

Telephone, Camden 713
Members of the Yacht Club will
hold their annual dinner danoe at
the Club House Thursday, at 7.30.
Mrs. Ora Nye of Bath ls guest
of Dr. and Mrs. Sherwood Arm
strong for a week.
The Vlnal Haven band and ball
team Is having an excursion to
Camden Sunday, and will play ball
at 1 o'clock with the Camden Shells.
The band will be on the field at
the game. They estimate their
crowd of fans to be 150.
Dr. Douglas Thom of Boston is
spending some time at his pottage
at Lincolnville Beach.
Horton Frlsbie of the Roberts
Office Supply Co. of Portland was
a business caller Thursday in town.
Frank Stone is ill at a Boston
hospital, following a major opera
tion.
Baptist Church: Worship Sunday
at 11, sermon by Rev. W. F Brown,
subject: “Our World oil Its Orbit.”
Church School at 9.45; pastor's
Bible class at 10; mid-week devo
tional service Thursday at 7.
"Christ Jesus” ls the subject of
the Lesson-Sermon that will be
read Sunday in all churches of
Christ. Scientist.
Methodist Church: Worship at
10 30; sermon by pastor, subject:
"Belated Saints;" music led by A.
F Sherman; church school and
Bible classes at 1145. Mrs. Stella
McRae superintendant; happy hour
service at 7.30. song service, Miss
Betsy Miller guest speaker, soloist.
Mrs. Allen Payson; church night
service in vestry, Thursday led by
pastor.
Funeral services for James Latta
Gribbel will be held at St. Thomas
Church. Saturday at 2 30 o'clock
Rev. William' E. Berger, officiating
The interment will be at West
Laurel Hill cemetery. Philadelphia.
The Congregational Ladies Circle
met Friday at the home of Mrs.
Grace Lowe. Picnic lunch was
served at noon and a pleasant aft
ernoon was passed.
"Lord Jeff." a dramatic story of
the training of boys for the British
Merchant Marine is the screen at
traction at the Comique Sunday and
Monday. Freddie Bartholomew and
Mickey Rooney are starred.
Mrs. Frank Ames is receiving
medical treatment at the Boston
Dispensary.
Mrs Alice Kennedy attended the
50th annual reunibn of the Shibles
family held Wednesday in Thom
aston.
Samuel Belyea is ill at his home
Mr. and Mrs. James Diplock are
at the home of her mother Mrs. J.
Gilbert Beattie in Thomaston.
Mrs. Frank Nash is seriously ill
at Community Hospital.
Camden Lodge K. P., is sponsor
ing a picnic Sunday at one of the
islands This will include a clam
bake and corn roast. Knights of
Warren. Thomaston, Belfast and
Friendship, and Sisters of Crescent
Mayflower, Golden Cross Friend
ship and Knox Temples are invited
and are asked to take drinking
dishes and lunches. A small fee will
be asked of the adults. Anyone that

COMIQUE
CAMDEN

SUN.-MON., AUG. 28-29

LORD
JEFF
with

Freddie Bartholomew
and

Mickey Rooney

cares to go ls Invited. The boats
will leave the public landing not
later than 9 ofclock.
William L. Grafton, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Ward M. Grafton, and
Miss Celia B. Flye, daughter of Mrs.
Ellen Flye, both of Thomaston, were
married Friday night at the Metho
dist parsonage. The double ring
service was used by the officiating
clergyman, Rev Weston P Holman.
The bride and groom were attend
ed by Mr. and Mrs. Philip B. Ed
munds of Thomaston. Mr. and Mrs.
Grafton will reside ln Thomaston.
The Winchester, palatial yacht of
Cornelius Vanderbilt, was at anchor
in the harbor Friday. The owner
was aboard.
Earle Marriner's small sail boat
capsized and sank in the outer har
bor Thursday. The parties aboard
were rescued by a nearby boat.
John Johnson, son of Mr. and
Mrs Donald Johnson of Thomas
street, fell Thursday evening while
playing football with his comrades
and suffered a broken collar bone.

Drastic reductions on all sum
mer dresses. Burdell’s Dress Shop.
—adv.

SIMONTON
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Leland of
Illinois and Miss Cora Leland of
Lynn. Mass., were recent callers on
friends and relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. E. L Matthews of
Rumford and Mr. and Mrs Tott of
Lisbon were guests last weekend
of Mr. and Mrs. J. Chester Melvin,
Mrs. Jessie Miller is in Rockport
caring for Mrs. Charles Gardner
who was injured in an auto accident.
Mrs. Harold Buzzell returned
home Monday from Community
Hospital, where she was a surgical
patient for three weeks.
Ruth Marcello, R. N„ is spending
a few days with her parents '*r.
and Mrs. Frank Marcello.
Mrs. Ida Ingraham of Camden
has been guest at Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Morton's this week.
A Farm Bureau meeting will be
held at the hall next Tuesday. The
home demonstration agent will be
present.
Benjamin Talenbloom of Montville called Thursday on friends
here.

LEIGHTON’S
ROCKLAND

MODERN WOMEN

Need Not Sufftr monthly pa<n and delay due to

colda, nervous strain, exposure or similar causes.
Chi-ches-tcrs Diamond BrandPills are effective,
reliable and give Quick Rslisf. Sold by
all riruggiata for over 50 years. Ask lor .

CHICHESTERS PILLS
’TNI »IAMOND<^ •RANO",

37 14
A P.
ab r
F. Mazzeo, r ....
4 2
A. Johnson, c . .. 5 1
V. Johnson. 2b ..5 0
Clarke, ss ......... .. 2 1
Keefe, p ...........
4 1
Harding. If ....... . 3 2
Anderson, cf ....
4 1
Brackett, rf .....
4 3
T. Mazzeo, lb ...
4 2
Bickford. 3b ....
4 0

A.

Jessie Williams.
James Caven, Jr., has tonsllitls.
] Dr. Weisman of Rockland is the
j attending physician.
Lewis Johnson has employment
at the Fore River Shipyards, Quincy,
Mass.
Mrs. James Felt and son Clifford
of Thomaston were guests Wednes
day of Miss Elizabeth Monaghan.
Mrs. Henry Carlson visited her
sister Mrs. 'Herbert Bitwood last
1 Sunday at the Maine General Hos
pital. Portland.
A shore dinner at Peter Edwards'
cottage was enjoyed Sunday by Mr.
and Mrs. Harold Halllgan, Mrs. Rose
I Halligan, Mrs. Nettle Venner of
Wadsworth. Ohio; Mr. and Mrs.
Gustin .Huntley, Mr. and Mrs. James
Feyler of Attleboro, Mass., and
Mrs. Josephine Halligan.

0
0
0

0

The Unity Guild (will hold a fadr
Tuesday on the parsonage lawn
for the 'benefit of the Baptist
Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Howard of
Portland are guests of Mrs. How
ard's parents Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Whitmore.
Miss Clara Waterman ls at the
home of her parents after an eightweeks' motor trip to the west coast.
Frank Llpovsky recently took a
trip to Nova Scotia where he bought
a fine motor boat.
i

Elks

ab r bh po
4 115
3 12 2
4 12 0
3 12 8
3 0 0 2
3 12 2
3 0 2 1
3 110
3 2 2 0
10 10
8 15 20

a
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0
3
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0
0
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Post Office

Arlco, 3b ....................
Dudley, ss .................
Pease, c .....................
Rackliff, p ................
Harding, cf ...............
Beach, 2b ..................
Chatto, r ...................
T. Mazzeo, rf............
Mank, If ...................
Freeman, lb ............

Publication Limited to Brief
Poems
of Original Composition
By Subscribers
MAYTIME
I For The Courler-Gazettel
Cculd we but brave the woods In May.
Anemones would grace our way;
Sweet violets their charms display—
Like brilliant stars at close ol day

0
l
l

0
0

30

THE LYRIC MUSE

I

ab r bh
3 11
4 11
4 0 2
4 0 2
4 0 1
3 0 1
3 2 2
3 2 3
3 1 2
3 0 0

po
0
1
1
0
2
0
3
2
1
5

a
0
0
0
2
0
1
1
0
0
1

34 6 15 16 5
Elks ..................... 3 2 3 0 0 0 x—8
Post Office ......... 1 3 0 0 0 2 0—6
Three base hit, Foster. Two base
hits, Chatto. Mank, T. Mazzeo 2.
Umpire. Smith.
• • • •
The Shells won Thursday night
over Central Maine Power Co. 8 to
5, at Community Park, the game
lasting six innings. Russell Bart
lett had a triple, and there were
doubles from Walt Barstow, Lib

UNION

And then I listened while my son
Explained how I should make It run.
We reached the field all safe and sound
And then we proudly looked around

Mr. and (Mrs. Edward Alden of Thinking how easy It would do.
work of any horse or two.
Brooklyn, N. Y., arrived Monday The
I eased the clutch ln without fear
to spend a few (weeks at their sum After I'd slipped her Into gear,
mer home.
She started with a snort and roar
And down across that field she tore.
Miss Barbara Creighton has re The
mower chewed and ground the
hay
turned from visiting Mrs. Hattie
While leaping In a dreadful way.
Black in Palermo.
son hung to Its seat like glue
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Leonard I My
It was i he only thln|g to do
were guests Monday of Mr. and His hat was gone, bis eyes were wild
And looked as though they had been
Mrs. Carl Cole of Camden.
blled
Wallace Creighton has returned
His hair looked straight enough to
to Cambridge, Mass., after visiting
bend
I knew he thought It was the end.
relatives in town.
I gripped the wheel with might and
main
Miss Ida Hughes entertained at
As I never hope to do again.
a luncheon-bridge recently, com
plimenting Mrs. Alfred Hawes Hi£h And wildly tried to ease her down
Before she wholly let: the ground.
score was held by Mrs. Clarence At last she gave a cough and then
Subsided
like a tired hen.
Leonard.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Mathews I gave a st-rh and turned to see
If miy son Bob was still with me,
and Mr. and Mrs. Merton Payson But there he clung, for life ls sweet.
and son Marshall, spent Sunday at With both legs wound about that seat.
Siwan Lake.
"She ntarts quite fast," I meekly said.
wiped his brow and shook his head
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Leonard He
Then looked at me with grave disgust
were guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. And asked what I was trying to "bust''
Fred King at Mt. Vernon. They Since then we've mowed and made the
also attended the “Rendezvous" at But I hay
never shall forget that day,
I aged ten years, and mean It. too.
Augusta.
The day I learned what itruoks can do.
Malcolm Clark has returned from
Rose B Hupper
Tenants Harbor
East Vassalboro and is recovering
RUHR
from a tonsil-adenoid operation.
DOWN TO PEMAQUID
Mr. and Mrs. George Mitchell of
|For The Courler-Gazettel
Quebec called on friends In town The sixteenth of August to Pemaquid
The Grangers went, and what they did
recently.
If you will listen, I will tell;
Mrs .Robert McKinley is at Knox I The crowd was gay, 'the day was swell.
Hospital recovering from an ap
The atmosphere was rather warm.
pendix operation.
Mrs. Ethel But still no sign of any storm.
The gentle breeze from off the sea
Weston is at the McKinley cottage Made
the air from heat more free.
We all went down to Gilbert's shore
at Crawford Lake.
And lunched on lobster meat galore;
Mrs. Selma Hanson and son Rob From lobsters fresh, still warm and red
ert of Washington visited Tuesday We picked the meat and on It fed.
And now down to the Beach they went.
at Mrs. Carrie Esancy’s.
They swam and bathed until content;
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Lane of East Then back again to Gilbert's shore
Gardner, Mass., and Mrs. Lydia They went to see the games put o'er.
The Humasons. with limber limbs.
Layr were callers at W. C. Perry's Showed practice ln athletic "gyns.”
They carried off most of the prizes—
recently. Mr. and Mrs L. C. Jack- These
boys and girls of various sizes.
son and Velma Bridges of Rockland
Mr. Lew Moody, and faithful wife.
made a visit Friday at the Perry Finished 48 years of married life
On this very day. and for winning that
home.
race
Mrs. Lydia Layr spent Tuesday A box of candy did Herbert Clark place
In their hands with eloquent speech.
with Mrs. Frank Goff.
With wishes more years they together
might reach.
Mrs. Abby Vail of White Plains,
N. Y., is guest at the Robbins Inn Alton Winchenbach won a dash race;
like ito win the Recording
Elaine Robbins, daughter of Mr. He would
Deed's place
and Mrs. William Robbins observed Tlie standing high Jump was plainly
a tie
her fifth birthday anniversary Mon Between the two Barbaras, and both
could Jump high.
day by entertaining several friends
And so the prize was severed ln twain.
and their mothers. Her guests were As each felt no desire to try It again.
for men was won by the
Jeanlne Leach and Ann Whalen of The rope-tug
boys
Rockland, Dale Messer of Warren, Led by Herb Clark with great avoirdu
pois
Paul Leonard, Malcolm Clarke. The rope-tug for women was won by
girls
Bliss Fuller Jr., "Billy'' Gould, Mar Led >the
by Susie Humason, with hair
shall Payson, Faye Austin, Sylvia
crimped to curls
the Cunninghams and others
Ferris, and Herbert Harding. Re Of course
were there.
freshments including birthday cake Who. with the writer the pleasures did
share.
and Ice cream were attractively
Of course more details could be written
served by Mrs. Robbins.
ln prose.
The com factory opens for can Please pardon mistakes, and this epic
I’ll close.
ning Monday. Corn this season is
W R. Walter
North Waldoboro.
reported to be of fine quality.
RRRR
Seven Tree Grange was largely
SUMMER MORNING
attended Wednesday night when
I For The Courier-Gazette |
the third and fourth degrees were Fair summer
morn,
conferred on two candidates, after The early vision of thy dawn
Changing
from
grey to crimson, blue
which refreshments were served.
and gold.
Now
swiftly
Is
unrolled.
Mrs. Frances Lucas was house
keeper.
The rising sun ln glory bright
the palelng stars of night.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Ulmer of Al Usurps
A soft and gentle breeze
bany, N. Y., and Mr. and Mrs. (Le Whispers to the sleepy trees.
wide awake they gayly sing
roy Kemp of Connecticut and New Till
In chorus with the birds on wing.
York have returned home after be
The young winds blow a fragran
ing guests of Mr. and Mrs. F. M.
breath
Of new mown hay; across the meadow
Lucas the past month.
far away
Mrs. Euda Lermond entertained The clover woos the bumble ibee;
Bugs and worms creep stealthily.
at cards Wednesday afternoon, hon The golden sun mounts high
oring Mrs. Maud Bolster of Norway Arts*, mere mortals, you and I
Salute a king enthroned on high.
and Union.
Elizabeth O Marsh
Rockland
Mrs. Ethel Gleason and daughters
RkEk
Elinor and Elizabeth are guests of
IMMIGRANTS
Mrs. Carrie Mank, enroute to Som
|For The Courler-Gazettel
erville. Mass., from a visit with rela They look like some Immigrant
maidens
tives in Houlton.
New comets from Poland or Spain,
Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge Fossett and From Russia. Italy, Finland.
Some
region far over the main—
daughters Norma and Nathalee are These girls
wearing handkerchiefs
gaudy
to vacation for a week in Northern
Wli'.h colors of every hue
That In the bright rainbow of heaven
With pleasure we frequently view

Maine.

OWL'S HEAD
Rehearsals for “Polly Wants a
Cracker," to be presented by Owl's
Head Grange, Aug. 31-Sept. 1, are
progressing well and the play
promises to be entertaining.

Louise Holbrook. Mrs. Orra Burns,
and Mrs. Ina Wooster of Harbor
Light Chapter attended the O.E.S.
School of Instruction Wednesday at
Rockland. In the exemplification
of the work. Mr. Oxton filled the
station of associate patron. Mrs Ox
ton cf marshal and Mrs. Wooster of
chaplain.
Services at the Methodist Church
Sunday: Church School at 10 a. m.;
worship at 11 with message by the
pastor, Rev. N F. Atwood, subject
"Inasmuch;" anthem by choir The
evening service will be omitted and
members and friends, of the parish
will motor to Searsport where a
union service with the Searsport
Methodist Church will be held with
the choir of the Rockport Church
In charge. Transportation will be
made either by Crockett's bus or
private cars, leaving the church at
6 p. m.
Rev. H. I. Holt will preach at the
11 a. m. service Sunday at the
Baptist Church using as subject
“Bringing back the King.” In the
evening Rev. E A. MacDonald of
Philadelphia will be the speaker.
Mr and Mrs. Everett Pitts and
daughter Josephine, Mrs. Mark In
graham son Mark, and daughter
Joyce. Mr. and Mrs. L True Spear,
daughter Thalice and son True,
Mrs. Harold Spear and nephew
Harold Hyde enjoyed a picnic Wed
nesday at Makers ’ Island, with
swimming as the favorite pastime
and a later afternoon sail around
Islesboro.
Mrs Everett Pitts and daughter
Josephine left Friday for a visit
with friends at Westport Island
near Wiscasset.
Funeral services for James L.
Gribbel will be held this afternoon
at 2.30. from St. Thomas Episcopal
Church in Camden. Rev. William
E. Berger will officiate. Private in
terment will be in Philadelphia.
• • « •

MINTURN

««« «

39 13 17 21 10 4
Dragons ............ 1 5 2 1 4 1 0-14
A & P................ 0 4 0 1 2 2 4—13
Home runs, Lynch, Whitehill.
Three base hits, Stevens, Lynch. T.
Mazzeo. Two base hits, Jenkins, A.
Johnson, T. Mazzeo Double plays,
Stevens to Chapman. Clarke bo T
Mazzeo. Umpires, Smith, Steeves,
Kent.
• • • •
The Kiwanis Club was the victim
of the Dragons Tuesday night in
a well played game at Dragon field.
The Dragons went on a hitting spree
ln the third inning scoring seven
runs. The score:
Dragons
ab r bh po a e
Valenta. If ....... ... 1 2 1 2 0
4 2 3 0 3
Stevens. 3b .......
4 1 1 0 0 0
Hunt, rf ............
4 2 3 8 0 1
Chapman, lb ...
4 2 2 0 0 0
Jenkins, cf ......
4 1 2 1 0 (1
Lynch, 2b ........
4 2 2 2 1
Day. c ...............
4 2 2 3 1 0
Starr, ss ..........
3 0 1 1 2
Bisbee, p ..........
Whitehall, r ..... ... 3 0 1 1 0

Murglta. 3b ..............
Newman, 2b ..............
Oney, ss ....................
Foster, lb ..................
Collins, If, r..............
Roes, c ......................
Williams, p ..............
Parsons, cf ...............
McIntosh, rf ............
Mackl, If ...................

Paladlno, Hammond, John LaCrosse, Carroll Merrill two, and BUI
Gowell. The score:
Shells
ab T bh po a
Barstow, 2b ............. 4 2 2 0 1
Murphy, 3b ............. 4 1 1 1 1
Paladino, If ............ 3 1 2 1 0
Bartlett, r ............... 2 2 1 4 0
Prescott, ss ............. 3 0 1 0 1
Cook p .................... 3 0 1 0 2
Philbrook, cf .......... 2 0 2 0 0
Simmons, lb .......... 3 0 0 6 0
Black, c ................... 3 1 1 2 0
Hammond, rf .......... 2 1 2 2 0

29 8 13 16 5
Central Maine Power Co.
ab r bh po a
LaCrosse, ss .......
3 0 1 0 0 Hepatlcas and columbine make wooded
nooks almost divine;
Achorn, lb ......
2 0 0 4 0 With fragrance rare and message true
Merrill, 3b ...
3 2 2 3 2 From God ln heaven, speaking through.
Gowell, p, cf ....
3 1 2 2 0 The trees all bare ln browns and gray
spring's reviving zest,
Butler. 2b ..
3 0 0 0 2 Awaiting
With flush of sap each sunlit day.
3 o 2 2 o Soon leaves will cover birds ln nest.
Sukeforth. c ....
1 0 0 1 0 Oh, cherished woods, divinely planned—
17 21 9 5 Wiggin. rf ............
by Infinite hand;
Connon. r
3 1 1 1 0 Companioned
Mid mossy beds and fern there bloom
2 0 1 2 01 Spring flowers filled with sweet per
bh po a e Beverage. If .
fume.
2 1 I 1 0
3 5 1 0 Schoppe, cf, p »
K 8 F.
Rockland.
2 2 1 0
25 5 10 16 4
2 1 6 3
THE TRUCK
4 1 1 2 0 0—8
0 2 2 1 Shells .....
(For The Courier-Gaze:te|
Central
Maine
0 0 0 1 2 2—5 We bought a truck, to cut our hay
0 1 0
And started out the first fine day.
3 0 0 0
I-ast night at Community Park I'd never handled one before
2 1 0
And never plan to any more.
2 0 0 0 the A. & p. defeated the Lions We filled the igas tank good and full
Club 17 to 7. At the Cement Plant And oiled It well ao It would pull,
2 9 0
field the Elks won over the Central Bolted the mower ito the back
1 0 0
Not very tight and yet not slack.
Maine Power Co. 6 to 4.

0
0

NORTH HAVEN

JEWELER,

In a hotly contested game Mon
day night, the Dragons defeated the
A. & F. team by one run, the score
14 to IX The game moved along
with both teams picking up runs,
until the last half of the 7th Inning
when the A. & P. put on a rally
scoring four runs falling short one
run of tieing the game. The score:
Dragons
ab r bh po a e
Valenta, If ........ .. 2 1 0 1 0 0
Stevens, 3b .......
4 2 3 4 1 0
Hunt, rf ............ .. 3 0 0 0 0 0
Emery, rf .......... .. 1 0 1 0 0 0
Chapman, lb ....
4 1 3 6 0 1
Jenkins, cf .......
4 2 2 0 0 0
Lynch, p ......... .. 4 1 2 1 2 2
Day, c ...............
4 2 2 3 2 1
Starr, ss ...........
4 2 2 4 2 1
Bisbee, 2b ......... .. 4 1 0 1 2 0
Whitehill, r .....
3 2 2 2 0 0

35 14 18 18 7 1
Kiwanis
ab r bh po a e
Shepherd, ss .... .. 4 1 2 1 0 0
McCarty, p, 2b ... 3 0 0 2 2 0
... 1 1 1 2 1 1
Gardner. 3b
Glover, c ........ ... 3 1 1 1 2
G Brackett, 2b, p 2 1 0 0 0 0
Mason, cf ........ ... 3 1 2 3 0 1
Grossman, r..... ... 3 1 1 4 0 0
R Brackett, If .. ... 3 1 1 1 0
GLEN COVE
Cummings, rf ..
3 2 2 0 0
...
3 0 0 4 0 0
Orne,
lb
..........
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Gregory, as
guests of Gerald Beverage, attend
28 9 10 18 5 2
ed the New England Grange lectur
Dragons
......
........
2 1 7 0 2 2—14
ers' conference Wednesday at the
Kiwanis.................... 0 0 3 4 2 0— 9
University of Maine
Three base hits, Stevens. Chap
Guests at Mrs. Edith Duncan's
the past week were Mrs. Lorena man 2, Day. Two base hits, Hunt,
Hopkins of Lincolnville, Capt. and Jenkins, Lynch, Starr 2, Shepherd.
Mrs. Henry Albee of Florida. Din Double play. Olover to Orne; Mc
ner guests Thursday were Mrs. Carty unassisted. Umpires, Kent and
Hattie Hart. Herman Hart and son Harding.
• • • •
Manly Hart.
The Elks and Post Office played
Mrs. Charles Maxey is guest this
a close game Wednesday night at
week of her daughter, Mrs. Henry
Community Park, the Elks coming
Keller in West Rockport.
out ahead 8 to fi. In spite of the
slippery field few errors were made,
and a one hand catch of a fly by
CLARK ISLAND
Dudley was a feature. Only 15 putMrs. Donald Cameron of Bell, outs are credited to Post Office ln
Calif., has been visiting Mrs. Edie six innings, Williams being out for
leaving base, Murglta hit by his
: M. Cameron for a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Johnson of batted ball and Oney out on fouls.
Long Cove recently called on Mrs. The score:

AT YOUR SERVICE
OUR REPAIR DEPARTMENT
No Job Too Large
No Job Too Small

Soft Ball League

Page Fivfl

Indeed they are Immigrants truly
From regions of Infancy, youth
Now coming to womanhood beauty,
Experience, wisdom and truth.
Their childhood simplicity leaving,
Their lives with new thrills to en
hance
They come to the land of adventure.
Of novelty, dream and romance
Allison M. Watts
Jamaica, Vt.

Mr. and Mrs. Ed Trundy, Mr. and
Mrs. Llndial Small, Mrs. Leona
Stanley and Norman Grant of i
Searsport spent last weekend at Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Sprague's.
Miss Hope Davis of Malden, Mass,
ls passing a vacation with Mr. and
Mrs. Alden Stanley.
Mrs. Amanda Bridges spent Tues
day at Mrs. Hannah Stanley's.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Thomas of
Sutton Island called Monday on
Mrs. Alden Stanley.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Smith and ,
family of Houlton spent a few days |
recently with his aunt Mrs. Julia
Johnson.
Mrs. Hannah Stanley was guest
last weekend of Mrs. Margaret Trask
in Atlantic.
John Hughes of Cincinnati, ls
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Harry John-1
son.
• • • •

ROCKPORT
★★★★
LIDA G

CHAMPNEY

Correspondent

Tel. 2229

Mrs. Nellie Wescott of Camden 1
was in town Wednesday calling on I
friends.
Mrs. Susie Davis is at the home
of E. S. Heald in Oamden for an
Indefinite stay.
A surprise party and afternoon
tea was given Miss Lillian Whit- '
more Wednesday at the home of
Mrs. Orace Cooper. Guests present
were Mrs. Theresa Whitmore, Mrs.
Mona Payson, Mrs. Georgia Walker.
Mrs. Cooper and MLss Whitmore.
The Baptist Ladies Circle will
hold a covered dish dinner Wed
nesday at the home of Mrs. Les
ter Shlbles.
Norwood - Spra gue
A highly entertaining program
A pretty wedding took place at |
was presented Thursday at the
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
Farm Bureau meeting at the home
Sprague last Saturday when their
of Mrs. Margaret Gregory. Glen
youngest daughter Avis was united
Cove
with "Better Home Grounds"
In marriage to Eugene Norwood of |
as
the
subject.
County Agent
Atlantic. The couple stood under
an arch of evergreens and pink Ralph Wentworth was present, and
roses, white paper streamers from gave many valuable suggestions.
all parts of the room meeting at the Dinner was under the direction of
archway. The ceremony was per Mrs. Marion Richards and Mrs
Nellie Andrews.
Twenty-seven
formed by Rev. George Bailey.
The bride's gown was of pink were present.
satin and she carried a large bou-1 Visitors at the home of Mr. and
quet of sweet peas. The groom Mrs. H. O. IHeistad Wednesday
evening were Mr. and Mrs. Osmond
wore a dark blue suit.
True
of Scarsdale, N. Y., and Mrs.
Miss Lillian Sprague eldest sister
was bridesmaid. Warren Sprague, L. P. True of Hope; Mr and Mrs.
brother of the groom was best man. Leigh Payson Cleveland and Mrs
The wedding march was played by Alberic Mercier, of Houlton.
Kenneth Daucett arrived home
Miss Laura Sprague.
this
week from the Bridgton C.C.C.
The bride graduated from the
island schools -and has been living Camp and will leave ln a few days
at home. The groom who ls the for Boston where he has a position
eldest son of Mrs. Lida Sprague of in a drug store.
The home department of the
Atlantic is a graduate of the island
schools and at present is engaged Methodist Sunday School held an
Shibles Family Reunion
in the fishing industry. The young, enjoyable gathering Thursday aft
Hie
descendants of John and
couple will make their home here ernoon at the home of the superin
Mary
Shlbles,.
who settled at Pema
tendent, Mrs, Nellie R. Ballard,
for the present.
quid in 1732, met Wednesday at the
with
a
large
number
of
members
After the ceremony, which only
K. P. hai; in Thomaston with a
the immediate families attended. and friends present. Plans regard
large representation of the three
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Norward gave ing the work of the department
branches of the family from New
were
discussed
and
the
remainder
a reception, to which 100 guests
Hampshire. Massachusetts. Rhode
were invited. Ice cream and cake of the time was spent socially with
Island and Florida. The Justice
refreshments
served
by
the
hostess,
were served and a pleasant evening
done to the appetizing dinner was
was enjoyed. Following the recep assisted by MLss Marlon Weidman
positive
proof that the family ls
tion, the couple went to Moulden's and Mrs. Louise Holbrook.
hale and hearty, and while the
Everett
Pitts
returned
Friday
to
hall for dancing. As they appeared
event oelebrated the 50th anniver
the floor was cleared of couples and Framington, Mass., after a brief
sary
of their first gathering they
the orchestra immediately played visit with his family.
Wesley Tilton who has been at I cheerfully look forward to many
"O Promise Me," while the couple
circled the floor,for a period. Con the Heistad home for six weeks left' more.
fetti and rice were showered on the Thursday for his home ln Coschoc-, Fred E. Small of Islesboro has
happy pair.
ton, Ohio. Mr. Tilton has been the dLstinction of being 82 years
Best wishes are extended from studying voice and composition old and busy all summer truck gar
dening.
the community. Many beautiful with Mrs. John Braun.
The business meeting was in
The Cotton Blossom Singers of
gifts have been received by the
the Piney Woods School for colored charge of the president, Harvey
young couple.
students at Piney Woods, Miss., Sliibles of Knox. After routine, the
••••
presented an excellent program at record of the first reunion was read
Sprague-Turner
the
Methodist Church Tuesday and Mrs. Fidelia Small Hunt of
Miss Effie Turner and Maurice
night
before an appreciative au Thomaston (formerly of Rockport)
Sprague of Swans Island were mar
and Mrs Etta Renner , also of
ried last Saturday at the home of dience, and a satisfactory amount
Thomaston, received the honor of
was
added
to
the
treasury
of
the
Mr. and Mrs. James Sprague of
being two of the organizers of the
Atlantic. Rev. George Bailey per church choir under whose auspices
reunion. An invitation to meet at
the
affair
was
held
They
presentformed the ceremony. The couple
Grand View Grange hall, Northed
a
similar
program
Wednesday
In
were attended by Mr. and Mrs.
port, was extended by Mrs. Belle
Cecil Stinson and Miss Ruby Tur Searsport.
Shibles and gratefully accepted.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Frederick
Richards
ner.
Officers elected for next year:
entertained
memers
of
the
NltsumThe bride Is the daughter of Mr,
President,
Ada Chadwick, Thomas
and Mrs. Frederick Turner Jr. and sosum Club and husbands Monday
ton; vice president, Harvey 8hlbles,
night
at
their
home
on
Richards
the groom, the youngest son of Mr.
Knox; secretary and treasurer,
and Mrs. James Sprague. He is Hill. Bridge was enjoyed with Mr.
Hortense Behndell, Rockport; com
superintendent of R K Barter and Mrs. A. V. McIntyre receiving
mittee on arrangements. Mrs Fran
high
score
and
Mrs.
Elsie
Munsey
fishing business of Swans Island
ces
McNeil, Belfast, Lester H.
In which town the couple will reside and Douglas Bisbee, 8r„ consola
Shlbles. Rockport, Etta Benner,
tion.
A large number of guests gath
Mrs. C. H Hale of Ward Hill. Thomaston. Harvey Shibles. Knox
ered at the home of James Sprague
and Alice Kennedy. Camden; en
at Atlantic for the wedding recep Mass., has been spending a few days
tertainment committee, Mrs Lester
with
Mrs.
Hattie
Piper
Mrs.
Hale's
tion given. As the strains of a
Shibles
and Edith Overlock, Rock
march were heard led by the recent visit was timed to attend the Payport;
Clarence
Shlbles, Camden;
son-Fogler
Family
Reunion
at
Cres

ly married couples Mr. and Mrs.
Jessie Hogan. Searsmont, Belle
Eugene Norwood and Mr. and Mrs. cent Beach on Wednesday.
Hie Scribblers’ Club will meet Shibles, Knox.
Maurice Donahue a shower of con
Mrs, Ada Chadwick presented
fetti descended on the group. Each Monday afternoon at the home of
the entertainment program, which
couple fled for safety.
Mrs. Blanche Ellsworth.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Winchen was greatly enjoyed.
A variety of lovely gifts were pre
sented to Mr. and Mrs. Sprague. baugh and daughters. Marie. Joan
Sandwiches, fancy cookies and and Ava of Martin’s Point were
ST. GEORGE
punch comprised the repast.
guests Sunday at the home of Mrs.
Mrs. Bessie Monahan of New
Cora Wentworth.
York
city, her mother, and sister of
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Matthews
ROCKVILLE
spent Tuesday at Boothbay Harbor. Waldcboro and Miss Clark, were
An extension to the concrete side
Mrs. Georgia Walker is visiting callers Hiursday on Mrs. Lena
walk has been completed this week. her niece Mrs. Mona Payson, being Jones at Wiley's Corner.
At the town meeting last spring an accompanied here from Boston by
appropriation of $200 was made for her sister, Mrs. H. H. Nash and
that purpose.
daughter, Laura.
Mr. and Mrs. James Moran of
Mr. and Mrs. Leeman Oxton, Mrs.
Hyde Park have returned home Elsie Hawkins, Mrs. Marion Ingra
after a short visit with Mrs Mo ham, Mrs. Marie Bisbee, Mrs Cora
ran’s father. Jbhn S. Ranlett and Upham. Miss Marion Upham, Mrs
Mrs. Ranlett. Their boys James
and (Donald will remain with their
grandparents for a time.
Mrs. Ida Barrows passed a few
VINAL HAVEN & ROCKLAND ST?T. CP
days this (week with Mrs. Rinr.a
SERVICE
TO: VINAL HAVEN. NORTH HAVEN. STONINGTON,
Andrews in Tenant's Harbor.
ISLE
AU
HAUT, SWAN’S ISLAND AND FRF.NCIIBORO
Mr. and Mrs. McAdoo of Wash
(Subject to change without notice)
ington. D. C., called Wednesday on
(Eastern Standard Time)
Mrs. Maurice R. Clough and Mrs.
D. A. Sherer.
SWAN’S ISLAND LINE—STEAMER NORTH HAVEN

j

J

Maine Fair Dates
Aug. 29-Sept. 1—Presque Isle.
Aug. 30-Sept. 1—Damariscotta.
Sept. 3-5—South Windsor.
Sept. 5-10—Lewiston.
Sept. 5-7—Bluehill.
Sept 9-10—Monroe.
Sept. 13-14—Unity.
Sept. 13-15—Machias.
Sept. 27-2#—Union.
Oct, 11-18—Topsham.

Effective June 20th to September 15th, inclusive
Read Down
Daily Ex- Sunday
Dally Ex- Sunday
cept Sunday Onlv
cept Sunday Only
A.M. P.M. P.M.
A.M. P.M. A.M.
Ar. 11.55 7.00 5.35
4.30 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND.
Ar. 1055 600 4 35
5.40 3.30 9.10 Lv. NORTH HAVEN,
Ar. 9.50 5.00 3.25
6.50 4.40 10.20 Lv. STONINGTON,
2 15
Lv. 8.45
7X0
11.30 Ar. SWAN’S ISLAND,
Read UP

VINAL HAVEN LINE—STEAMER VINAL HAVEN
Dallv Ex- Sunday
Daily Ex- Sunday
cept . unaaj vmj
cept Sunday Only
A.M. P.M. A.Ut.
A.M. PM. PM
5.00 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND.
Ar. 9.45 5.30 5.30
6.15 3.30 9.15 Ar. VINAL HAVEN,
Lv. 8.30 4.15 4.15
73tf
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F*rtge Six

guests at the Pythian Sisters' picnic I
poems of profit
—By THE COURIER-GAZETTE
last evening. They leave Monday,
going to Missouri where they will!
visit, and then to California to Paving Workers Say Federal
THIS HOUSE GETS SADDER
IT STOOD THERE VACANT
AT LAST IT IS
THE OWNER, GETTIN6 WISE ONE DAY,
JESSIE M. STEWART
make their home.
Officials Seemed Sympa
8Y THt MINUTE A FRIENDLY HOME
ON THAT SPOT
Williams-Brazier Auxiliary held a
SOLD ITTHE
lEDAO.
Correspondent
THAT SHELTERS PEOPLE
IT YEARNS TO HAVE
FOR YEARS AND SIGHED
thetic, But State Said It
special jnecting last night in the,
WAV."
* FORGET-ME-NOT /"
'NEATH ITS DOME /
A FAMILY IN IT /
Legion rooms.
Was Without Funds
Tel. H9-13
i
The Garden Club meeting at Miss j
-------Ruggles' home Thursday afternoon Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
To SELL a HOUSE
In connection with the ship model
had a large attendance. The prinPor many years we of Knox Councolumns'
exhibit next week at Montpelier,
cipal feature was the interesting W have been fortunate in having
use i
the supervisor of the Federal Art
talk given by Mrs. William J. Tobey a constant flow of income from New
For iFs !hc
Froject in Maine will show draw
on the many gardens she saw during York city through the sale of granite
paoe
ings and water colors of ships'
her recent visit to England. Mrs. paving blocks. Those familiar with
Fhe Folks'
figureheads.
The exhibit opens E D. Carlton reported briefly on' ‘his locality know that granite is
peruse /
Monday at 2 o’clock and will con
Flavel Shurtleff's talk
before one of the oldest and biggest industinue each day from 10 a. m. to 6 [
the Rockland Garden Club Tues- Mm. and in normal times 1000 men
p. m. Models will be rccciveo this:
day. The poem was read by Mrs. "'ore employed. During the years
afternoon and Monday forenoon I
Newbert of Warren. The treasurer's of depression the sale for granite
Capt. Anhur El'iot is ehnirman, i
report indicated that the recent blocks has suffered greatly, due to
with Commander Carl F. Snow of!
flower show was successful finan- competition with cheaper, but less
Rockland in charge of the Rock
cially as well as in other ways. Be- durable materials. The gradual deland-Camden district.
fore adjourning, a walk through i e‘lne seemingly reached a climax
Dr. A. W Peabody went to Bangor Miss Ruggles' garden was enjoyed, ‘his summer with quarries closing
Thursday to attend the trotting
Mrs. Albert T. Gould entertained ! t,L'wn 011 all sides, throwing approxihorse Countess Grattan owned by Tuesday night at her summer home j >uately 550 employes out of work,
Legal Notice
Mr. Phiibrook of New Hampshire.
Our
State
and
local
governments
here. Miss Margaret Ruggles was
Advertisements In this column not
STATE OF MAINE
The horse had been lamed in a
to exceed three lines Inserted once for
awarded the prize at anagrams, and were informed of the seriousness of
County of Knox. s».
25
cents, three times for 50 cents. Ad
race.
To THE HONORABLE JUSTICE OF ditional lines five cents each tor one
contract winners were Miss Lucy ihe situation. Co-operation by em
THE
SUPERIOR
COURT
next
to
be
Mr. and Mrs. Earle Risteen re Rokes. Mrs. Arthur Elliot. Miss Ma ployer. employe, local officials ar.d
time 10 cents for three tunes. Six
held at Rockland. In and for the small words to a line.
turned Thursday from Nashua. N. I tilda Burgess of New York. Miss civic groups followed.'in an attempt
County of Knox, on the first Tuesday
of November. A D 1938
H.. where they visited her parents, Hilda George and Mrs W. B. D to stimulate the granite paving
Oliva Swanson of St. George In said > ♦ ♦
,****.****||
During the past few years some
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Kelley.
County of Knox, being the lawful wife "
Grav. Others invited were Mrs block industry. Seeing no reasen cities have attempted to economize
of Ounnar Elmer Swanson, respect- ■ ♦
The new teacner for the sub- > Charles A. Creighton. Mrs. James Iwhy we should not receive assisi- by reducing the amount ot money
fully represents;
,
That she was lawfully married to the ’
primary grade is Miss Priscilla A E. Creighton. Mrs. Lionel F. Jeal ance from the federal govcrnmtn' spent in the maintenance and oper
stld Ounnar Elmer Swanson at BrookSaunders of Rockland, a graduate ous. Mrs. John Creighton, Mrs. we immediately made arrangements ation of water departments. But
lyn. In the State of New York, on the
,
.....
ninth day of July. 1985;
SMALL farm wanted lo rent within
of Rockland High School and Gor-, Frank Elliot. Mrs. George Cross. to have the authorities hear our such a policy does not necessarily
That they itved together as husband si* miles ofJB°cklan<l_Mwit have Ughu
and wife from the time of chetr said aud near school CAPT CARVER P O
ham Normal School.
mean that real savings will accrue
Mrs. Charles W. Creighton. Mrs. story.
marriage until the fifteenth day of Box 894. Rockland.
108 104
If you have Real Estate to buy
to
a
city,
for
neglected
water
plants
The
labor
unions
involved
in
th"
Mr. and Mrs Eugene Closson and Lee Walker, Mrs. Richard Elliot.
June. 1930;
or sell—ritv, farm, or shore—or
AN elderly lady wanted to help with
That
your
libelant
has
always
con

and
distribution
systems
may
re

housework on farm. Two In family
daughters Arline and Adeline came Mrs. William J. Tobey. Mrs. Robert paving industry selected two dele
wish lo rent or hire a Home or
ducted herself towards her said hus- C. 8 O LIBERTY
108*104
Cottage, advertise in this column.
Oand ss a faithful, true and affection
from Upton. Mass., Friday and will W. Walsh, Mrs. Helen Smith, Mrs. gates to represent them in Wash quire needlessly costly overhauling
In the future because of such neg
ate wife
POSITION, as allround cook ll. T
Telephone 770.
be with Mr. and Mrs. Herbert New-1 Donald P. George. Miss Rita C. ington. Together with a represen lect, warns Harry E. Jordan, secre
That your libelant has resided In perry 44 Gay St. city
70-tf
St
George
In
the
County
of
Knox
and
bert till Sunday.
Smith, Miss Cora RusseU. Miss tative of the employers, we proceed tary of the American Water Works
WATCHMAKER Repairing watches. I
State of Maine, in good faith for more
SIX-room bungalow for sale; good
than one vear next prior to the filing clocks, antiques all kinds
Call and
Mayflower Temple had an enjoy Helen Carr. Miss Ardell Maxey ed to Washington. The situation Association, national organization
deliver. S ARTHUR MACOMBER 23 cellar, shed, two-acre Held, good view
of this libel;
able picnic supper at South Pond Miss Margaret Jordan. Miss Clara was outl'ncd to the WPA cfflcials of water officials and operators.
of
water; dozen young fruit trees, good
That the said Gunnar Elmer Swan Amesbury St.. Rockland. Tel. 958-J.
92-tt chance for poultry raising; 8300 cash,
son has been guilty of cruel and abu
"Besides jeopardizing a city’s in- [
last evening, more than 30 attend Spear. Miss Anna Dillingham. Mrs as fo'lows:
remainder
as rent; adjacer' St. George
sive treatment toward your libelant;
quarry
HUGH CAMPBELL, WtllardL. Bliss Gillchrest. Mrs H Nelson
Due t0 causes apparently beyond , vestment in its water plant, failure;
ing.
Tha: the residence of the said Ounh«m Long Cove.
103*103
nar Elmer Swanson Is unknown to «t
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Crawford Keene of Dedham. Mass. Mrs contro1 of th« workers or owners to provide adequate funds for main-1
your libelant and can not be ascer
ATTRACTIVE home for sale: seven
entertained Mr. and Mrs. Harold Charles Copeland and Miss Mar- the, demand for granite paving tenance and operation may have
tained by reasonable diligence;
♦
rooms and bath; all modern; best
That there Is no collusion between I
grade oak floors, two-car garage and
Robinson of Camden and Mr. and garet Copeland of Newton Center. bloc'u ^as dwindled to almost other undesirable consequences. If |
your libelant and the said Gunnar; _
♦
a city becomes niggardly In the j
M
I
’
hop. buildings In perfect condition.
Elmer Swanson to obtain a divorce;
Mrs Horace Bryant of Lincolnville Mass.. Mrs. James A Creighton of notbing. Some 550 workers would purchase and use of purifying mat
<•**'*'*'*■
— —
a| Owner moving elsewhere must sacrifice
WHEREFORE she prays that a di
vnrre mav be decreed between her ind I JERSEY heifer for sale, freshened this beautiful and economical home,
at cards and luncheon Thursday Hamburg. N. Y. Mrs. John Creigh- soon >* wlthPut employment. They erials. the water delivered to rate 1
torce may be decreed between her and
z.-,.
~ m IRVINE M j HALLOWELL, 14 Spruce St., Tel. 1313
the said Gunnar Elmer Swanson for
27- Call RV,er. 6 p m
night. The Bryants leave Wednes ton. Jr.. Mrs. Edwin U. Curtis of had no chance to lay away reserves payers often ts of unsatisfactory
95-tf
103*105_________________
1
the cause above set forth, and that ' LEACH. South Union._______________
________ ______________
day for Chicago, where they will Boston. Miss Ruth Blodgett of and would shortly require assist quality. Such a policy of unsound j
’he may have the custody of her minor j MII.K
jor ,ale. 810 each; also
GREENHOUSE for sale. 10 by 30.
child. Joyce E Swanson, age eight one new mncn Jersey RED FEATHER knocked down and under cover Write
spend the winter.
Beach Bluff. Mass., and her guest. ance to carry on with their families. economy may expose the city’s pop-)
>'e’rs. j . „ u,
.
-u, .
' FARM East Friendship
108-104 'T40.'' care of this paper.
102-104
Dated at Rockland. Maine, this four- \ r"
—
Miss Blanche Henry left yesterday Mrs. Mary Carroll of Brooklyn. N. The direct dependents of these ulation to the dangers of unwhole-!
TWO-famtly house for sale. In good
teenth
day
of
July.
A
D
1938
BLACK
Jersey
family
cow
for
sale
at
some
water
conditions.
If
savings
)
workers were estimated at 1200 perfor Quantico, Va.. where she teaches "4
OLIVA SWANSON
once ALBERT QUINN. 249 Rankin St. repair; two car garage, poultry house,
are attempted by maintalng sala-l
HARRY E. JORDAN
acre land, fruit trees; good
103*105 shed;
STATE OF MAINE
Miss Marion Jack of Augusta is 'iOns and the t(>tel numb<?r eRecteJ
in the Post School. Miss June
place for greenhouse or Hardening:
rtes or wages at too low a level, ;n other cities that run more than County of Knox, rs
near town
MRS WALLACE WADS
NEW
and
used
Johnson
outboard
Henry will return to Worcester. visiting her father at the home of by the shutdown might reach 10.000
Rockland. July 14. 1938
and experienced workers
per year per capita. But such
for sale, also boat and yacht WORTH 4 Mt. Battle St., Camden.
The State and local governments j skilled
Subscribed and sworn to before me motors
Mass.. Sunday after a two weeks’ Mrs. James Feyler. She came last
101*109
are not attracted, and the operation comparisons may mean little or this
supplies.
A.
L.
ANDERSON,
Camden.
I
fourteenth day of July. A. D 1938.
had all been informed of these facts of the water plant, so vital to the
Tel 464
92-S-tf
vacation at her home here.
SMALT, Island lor sale In Pleasant
FRANK A TIRRELI. TR
night and will return Sunday.
nothing. No city should begin to
Notary Public
Mrs. Avis Brasier, Mrs Hazel Gil- I A large number attended the Bap and were greatly disturbed by the health and well being of the citi boast of its water rates until the
VERY good buys: Superior lumber; Point Harbor; cot.'age and building
STATE OF MAINE
matched pine boards; novelty pine sid included L. J. BURNS. Friendship
101*103
chrest and Mrs. Madolin Spear as tist Circle supper Wednesday night ‘ situation. Workers and local au zens, is below par,” says Mr. Jordan. state or national health authorities IL. 8 1
ing; also bet.: seasoned framing lum
thorities feel that the WPA should
Knox. SS
ber and boards. J. Y MESERVE. V.
’
The
per
capita
cost
of
water
in
certify
the
supply
to
be
a
safe
one:
guest officers attended the Eastern
Mr. and Mrs. C. S Emery oi
Clerk's Office. Superior Court. G B Jefferson. Tel North Whitefield 8(—* —
— —.—-It
Star school of instruction held in Portland came Thursday and spent supply funds to keep these men at a municipality is not in itself a nor until the fire insurance rating
In Vacation
15-23.
103*105
measure
of
the
efficiency
of
the
Rockland. August 17.
is of the highest class; nor until
♦
Rockland last Wednesday. Others the day with Mr and Mrs. Earl work. This could be done by pur
GUERNSEY cows for sale; 3 and 4
A D 1938
water department. Some cities
*
Upon the foregoing LIBEL. Ordered. year olds, recently new-mllch; reason
attending from Grace Chapter were Woodcock. Mrs. Leon Auger and chasing blocks to surface about whose per capita expenditures for the water department employes are
known to be selected for* fitness
the Libellant give notice to said able price; Hampshire Ram; very heavy
Mrs. Marion Grafton, Mrs. Leah daughter Leola returned to South nine miles on Route 1 near Rock maintenance and operation of the and protected by a pension system, That
build;
ready
for
service
ROSE
HT1
L
Gunnar Elmer Swanson to appear be
FURNISHED three room apt . with
Davis, Mrs Evilo Creamer. Mrs. Portland with them, having visited land. The committee further elabo water department average around nor until an adequate cash reserve fore our Superior Court to be holden FARM Tel 392-R_______________ 103-108 toilet,
to let. 12 KNOX ST. Tel. 156-W
at Rockland, within and for the County
LAYING
pullets
for
sale
F
A
KIM

rated on the importance of the ; $1 a year point to that apparently is on hand to care for unforeseen of
Lura Libby. Mrs. Lucy Young and Mrs. Woodcock two weeks.
_____
___________________________102-tf
Knox on the first Tuesday of Novem BALL. 397 Old County Rd . Tel. 321-W
ber
A
D
1938,
by
publishing
an
at

granite
industry
to
Knox
County.
FIVE-room tenement with garage to
103-105
low
cost,
as
compared
with
costs
Miss Helen Studley.
emergencies."
The Star Circle will have the last
tested copy of said Libel, and this
let LAWRENCE MILLER. Rankin St.
order thereon, three weeks successively
Mrs. Walter J. Johnson and picnic of the season next Wednes- Maine, pleading with the WPA heads
CHILD'S stroller. in good condition, Tel. 692-M
103- f
in
The
Courier-Gazette
a
newspaper
price
reasonable.
Inquire
4
BIRCH
ST.
daughter Martha left yesterday for , day at Mrs. Lucy Young’s home in to help the workers in the granite
NEWLY furnished apartment to let
printed In Rockland In our County of PL , Rockland.
103*105
Inquire 19 WILLOW ST________ 101*103
Knox, the last publication to be thirty
their home in Evanston. Ill., after Cushing. Miss Helen Stetson ts paving industry who find themselves
days at least prior to said first Tuesday
COW trailer for sale. H D ,£R? v, ' EIGHT-room house on Fulton St . to
spending several weeks here. Mrs. chairman ar.d Mrs. Madolin Spear without employment or funds. We
of November next, that he may there Thomaston. Tel 83
_______ h*3 let; bath; cellar: shed: 820 month.
and then in our said court appear and
paid Tel. 1017-J or 313-M. HERJohnson has let her house on Knox will assist. Supper will be at 6.30 contacted the various departments I
STRAWBERRY plants. Premier and [ water
show cause, if any he have, why the
BERT BARTER________________ 101-tf
prayer of said Libellant should not be Dunlap; 81 25 per 100. not prepaid W
street to Mr. and Mrs. Stafford M. | Anyone wanting transportation will through which a project must pass.
COMFORTABLE room near bath to
C LUFKIN. Glen Cove; R.F.D., Rock
granted
Congdon and family of Rockland. 1 please leave word at Mrs. Avis Bra- The federal officials seemed to b;
land.
102*104 let; centrally located, reasonable TEI.
HERBERT T. POWERS
258-R after 6 o'clock.
101-103
very sympathetic and assured us of
Justice of the Superior Court
Mr. and Mrs James Sherwood, sier's home.
GLADIOLAS. 35c doz. for sale; also
A true copy of the Libel and Order other
STORE, fully equipped with fixtures
their immediate help. The Federal
cut flowers; wreaths and sprays
daughter Dolores and son Harry of
of
the
Court
thereon.
______ also three room apartment In rear Recent visitors at the home of
made to order. MRS ELLA CLINE,
102-104 ! toilet, lights, water, shed and small
Attest: MILTON M GRIFFIN.
Newport. R. I., are visiting Mr. and Mr. and Mrs Edward Oxton were authorities informed us that a proj
Spruce Head. Tel. 58-21.
--------- I cellar, both completely furnished. Two
Clerk
Mrs. Thomas Horsley and were Mark Reed and a friend of Rutland. ect of this kind would have to go
appliances
for
sale , eight foot plate glas^ windows
Fine
1938 Universal
100-101*104
through the regular WPA channels,
Electric ranges, refrigerators, washers, place for large or small buslneas. at $6
|Mass.. Wednesday: Mr. and Mrs.
lroners and vacumn cleaners, at 10S week. V F STUDLEY, 283 Mam St .
which requires a sponsor within the
101-tf
DISTRICT COURT OF THE
off until Sept. 8. 1938 Silent Glow Air Tel 1154 or 330
Jesse Keller and Mrs. W. H Oxton State.
Seal Power Oil Burners, guaranteed to
UNITED STATES
LARGE pleasant room to let with
save 28% more of your oil and heat lavatory, bath on same floor. Cent rally
of Milton. Mass.. Thursday: and
DISTRACT OF MAINE
Coming back from Washington
than aany
SOUTHERN DIVISION
C/< wother
- —burner on the marke i located. Write “R.H.B.” care Tlie CouMrs. Bessie Smith and Mrs. Hattie in high spirits we congratulated our
Over 150 burners Installed and not one , .nazrttP
w tr
FN THE MATTER Of’
dissatisfied
customer
HAROLD COOMBS ner uazrue
Griffin of Rutland Friday.
Rir’EIVEFLSHIP OF
FURNISHED apartments $3 50 to $6
selves upon the success of our mis
64 Masonic St. Tel 768-R. Rockland
THE ROCKLAND NATIONAL BANK.
V F 8TUDLEY. 283 Main
At the Shibles annual reunion sion. Proceeding at once to Au102-104 per week
ROCKLAND. MAINE
St.. Tel. 1154 or Foss House, 77 Park
an account of which apears also i gusta with the expectation of their
ANTIQUES.
American
and
foreign
St . Tel 330
95-tf
OK I) rat OF NOTICE
candlabras, mahogany furniture, china
in another column. 56 members and co-operation, we were very much
It artpearing from the Petition of set. pictures. 61 MAIN ST. Thom
FURNISHED downstair apartment to
Edward C. Payson. Receiver of Tlie aston.
guests were present. Dinner was disappointed when told that the
101*103 let. 25 NORTH MAIN ST., Tel. KSG-M.
Rockland National Bank. Rockland.
92-tf
Maine, verified the twenty-third day
served by Mrs. Etta Benner. Mrs State could not co-operate because
TWO hundred R. I Red pullets for
FIVE-room apartment to let ALICE
of August. A Dt 1938. that a Petition, sale, large vigorous birds, five months FULLER.
25 Linden St. Tel. 106-J. 78-tf
Alice Kennedy of Camden. Mrs. it had no funds.
was filed on the twenty-sixth day of old; laying CHARLES E STACKPOLE
August. A D 1938. praying that the Thomaston.
4-ROOM tenement to
let over
101*103
Harvey Shibles of Knox and Mrs.
This has been Knox County's
said Edward C Payson as Receiver be
French’s barber shop
LAWRENCE
MOTOR boat. 16 feet, will sell reason MILLER. Rankin St.. Tel. 692-M 79-tf
Lester Shibles of Rockport. A biggest industry for years and has
authorized to convey a portion of cer
RICH
tain real estate owned by said trust able or swap for outboard motor. ______
pleasing program was given, with been the salvation of Rockland and
ROOMS to let Apply at MRS FLORA
under Assets Nos. 451 and 452 for a ARD LUFKIN. 495 Main St.. Rockland
101*103
COLLINS. 15 Grove St
79-tf
a flag drill by Charlotte Welch. the surrounding towns.
consideration of not less than Four
teen Hundred Fifty Dollars ($1.450 00)
FOUR fresh cows and ten horses for
FOUR room apartment to let. all
Evelyn Hahn. Lillian O'Neil, Lois
With public funds being spent
cash, representing the present reason sale; two used ensilage cutters. C. M modern
Apply at CAMDEN and
able value of the property; praying BURGESS. Union. Tel. 6-4
101*103 I ROCKLAND WATER CO.. Tel 634. 79-tf
O' Neil. Phyllis Kalloch. Barbara freely, and having in mind projects
that said Receiver be authorized to
DESIRABIjE located home In Warren
Carney and Glenice Carney, with such as Camden Hills, we wond“r
convey the remaining portion of said
sale; can be seen by appointment.
real estate owrned by said trust under for
Mrs. Grace Clark the leader; read why such a useful industry should
$700
War
Largest coffee drinking nation In the world, the United States must
Assets Nos. 451 and 452 for a considera ren. down Write BOX AB South 99*104
tion
of
not
less
than
Thirty-two
Hun

ings were given by Mrs. Alton Chad be allowed to die. This project be Import all Its coffee. Alongside the dock at Buenaventura, Colombia, the
Dollars ($3.200 00) cash, represent
CABIN cruiser for sale. 30x9. comfort
wick. Mrs. Clark and Lois O'Neil ing on Route 1, one of America's Grace Line's "Santa Lucia” loads a cargo of coffee for export to the United dred
ing .the present reasonable value of the able quarters, good condition, very
States.
From
Colombia
and
Brazil
came
nearly
all
of
the
approximately
property;
praying
that
said
Receiver
able,
equipped. 4-40 Gray engine. 14
and a monologue by Mrs Benner. most important highways, and from
be authorized to convey certain real Spruce St.. HALLOWELL.
95-tf
THOROUGHLY modern cottage at
and “Marching through Georgia' j a national defense standpoint, in- 1,800,000,000 pounds of coffee which the United States drank In 1937. estate owned by said trust under Asset
Crescent Beach for sale or to let UpNo.
502
for
a
consideration
of
not
less
was presented by the group in the valuable. The material to be used
to-date
in every pafltlrulair. Iwrge.
than One Hundred Eighty-five Dollars We are not here to play, to dream comfortable,
all Improvements. Beau
($185 00) cash, representing the presEAST FRIENDSHIP
flag drill with Charles and Bernard on the proposed project would hav°
SOMERVILLE
tiful
location.
Tel. 710. ED. O'B. GONIA.
’ reasonable value of the property;
to drift—
_____
j Mr. and Mrs. Augustus Nielsen of en.
99-tf
York of Quincy, Mass.
durability without limit and without
praying that said Receiver be author
We
have
hard
work'to
do
and
loads
rise
COMFORTABLE cottage at Spruce
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Sanborn who ' Tarrytown' N- Y - * visitine at p ized to convey certain ireal estate owned
future cost of upkeep.
by said trust under Assets Nos 644 and
Head to let by week or month In Auk.
to lift,
In The Churches
i C. Nielsen's.
645 for a consideration of not less than
and Sept.; rent very reasonable. RUTH
The employers are entitled to
Alton WaUace went Monday
Twelve Hundred Fifty Dollars ($1.- Shun not the struggle—face it—’tts B SPEAR. Spruce Head, Tel. Rockland
St. James Catholic Church. Mass every consideration because of have been living in the Fred Bruce
00) cash, representing the present
853-13.
88-tf
God’s gift.
! the Veterans Hospital in Togus for 250
at 9 a. m. Sunday.
reasonable value of (the property; pray
money invested and the expense of house have moved to Parkman.
ing that said Receiver be authorized
—Goethe
St. John’s Church. 9.30 a. m. Holy upkeep. Also the granite workers
Mrs. Evelyn Daley and Miss Mary treatment.
to convey certain real estate owned by
It
Eucharist. 7.30 p. m. Evensong.
Miss Madeline Bradford is em said trust under Asset No 651 for a
who spend their earnings in this Harris of Gardiner were recent call
♦
consideration of not less than Ten
Baptist Church. Bible School at vicinity, which is of utmost import- t ers at Marion Brown's.
ployed at Sandy Beach. Warren.
Hundred Twentjy-flve Dollars ($1.025 00)
MICKIE
SAYS
—
19 46 a. m. There will be no morning ance to the welfare of Rockland.
Mrs. Roy Vose and 'Donald Wilson cash, representing the present reason
MUs
Ward o{ chlna vil.
able value of •the property; praying that
service. Evening prayer meeting at|the home of distinguished men and
Jr., of Teel's Island passed a few said Receiver be authorized to convey
MEDIUM readings by appointment
certain real estate owned, by said trust
only TEL. 1092-W........................ 101-106
7 o'clock.
owee A feller welit iwro a
gallant soldiers. We firmly believe lage was a visitor at the home of days reccntly with Mrs. Vose's par- under Asset No 898 for a consideration
RESTAURAUT,
SET
UOWM,
LOOKED
ML
c
s
Hazel
Brown
the
past
week.
I
cn
ts.
FOR housewiring and
electrical
of not les« than Five Hundred Five
Federated Church. Sunday School that the State of Maine could and
maintenance, call EDWARD MERRITJa
AT TH' MELIU AUD HOLLERED TO
Dollars ($505.00) cash, representing the
Vivian McDaniel Is at home for
at 9.45. Morning worship at 11. ser- should co-operate.
The State crew Is employed in | res?nt reasonable value of the prop
Electrical Contractor. Ingraham Hill.
TH' AAAWAGER,"HERE,'fOU GOT
Tel. 784. Rockland.
101-106
erty; and praying tha/t said Receiver
, mon on “The Beginning of Wisdom." This project would be a Godsend a few days from work with a tar ditch work on Route 220.
CABBAGE FOR DIMMER TODAY* I
be authorized to convey certain real
READING
by
mail;
future
Indica

DOW
LIKE
CABBAGE
I"
EEZTH'
ring
crew
in
the
northern
part
of
and the anthem "Take My Life to this locality and be an everlast
estate owned by said trust under Asset
tions; advice; questions answered; 25c
MAUAGER,"THEU DOUT EAT
No. 904 for a consideration of not less
THEOLOGICAL CHAIRS
and stamp. GEO JONES. Dlxmont. Me
and Let It Be’ «Ambrose). There ing monument to the granite pav the State.
than One Thousand Dollars ($1.000 00)
AHYt TWERES PLEWV OTHER
102*104
New professorships at Andover cash, representing the present reason
will be no evening service.
Harry French has a crew em
ing industry. These granite blocks
THIUGS FOR YOU’. WE GOT TO
COME up to Overness Sarkeslan’s
able
value
of
the
propen'y;
In
accor

Pentecostal Mission. Sunday aft would stay with Route 1 beyond any ployed delivering wood to the C.C.C. i Newton Theological Seminary In- dance with letters of the Comptroller
CATER YD ALL TASTES, JUST
and wait while he picks Golden Ban
tam Corn for you. OVERNESS 101-103
LJKE A AIEWSBAPER."
I elude Dr. Mels Ferre, professor of of the Currency dat-d August 17. 1938.
ernoon at 2.30. Bible Study on the man's time and at a cost to the camps in Jefferson.
SNERIVfN-WfLLfAMS
NOW. on Motion of the Petitioner, It
ROOM and board: Through the win
i
the
philosophy
of
religion.
Dr.
Book
of
Jude.
7.30.
"Amber,
the
is hereby
State of less than one-half the
ter at Vinal Haven, gorgeous natural
famous
J
Ferre
received
last
June
his
decoORDERED:
surrounding's, cheerful well managed,
Sign of Victory.' Wednesday, “The price they are selling for in New
all creditor3 and other persons
Arthur S. Hisler
warm large house. Ideal for rest, recrea
j rate in philosophy from Harvard in.That
erested attend
Hearing on said
Lord's Prayer, a Special Prayer ” York city.
tion. or convalesence: $18 per week.
Petition before the United States Dis
Write “V. Hcare Courier-Gazette.
Arthur
S.
Hisler.
50.
died
Tues|
University.
Prof.
Clyde
YarlThursday an illustrated talk on
To
all
loyal
citizens
of
Knox
trict Judge In the United- States Court
100*103
You make an iron-clad home in
day
at
the
Sisters'
Hospital
in
Waj
borough
who
will
instruct
fn
voice,
House,
in
the
City
of
Portland.
County
Remans 8: 2. Friday. "Seven Ships." County—we invite you to co-operate
LAWN mowers sharpened, called for
of Cumberland and State of Maine, on
vestment when you paint your
terville.
where
he
was
taken
after
and delivered. Tel 791, CRIE HARD
Mr. Yarlborough has taught in the thirty-first d«/y of August. A. D.
Services will be on Wednesday, for the general welfare of the com
house with Sherwin-Williams
WARE CO.. Rockland.
92-tf
two days' illness. Mr. Hisler was both Yale and Harvard, and Rev. 1938, at eleven o’clock. A. M . Standard
Thursday and Friday at 7.30.
munity.
SH'P House Paint. That’s one
Time, and then, and there show cause,
MEN
old
at
40!
Get
renewed
strength
a life-long resident of this place John Scammon will be the librari If any they have, why the prayer of
New Ostrex Tonic Tablets contain raw
reason why more Aomes art painted
William Clayter,
oyster Invlgorators and other stimul
and had spent the past seven years an. He will also instruct in Greek said Petitioner should not be granted.
j Drastic reductions on all sumwith SH'P than withanyothrr brand.
for the quarry workers.
And it Is further
ants. Value $1.25, Introductory price
alone after the death of his Aother. President Everett C. Herrick has ORDERED:
lf't the paint all America buys.
$1 Call, write C. H. MOORE & CO..
j mer dresses. Burdell's Dress Shop.
Jesse Inabinet,
That this Order be published in the
Rockland.
91*105
The
funeral
was
at
the
Somerville
—adv.
developed this school to stand as Portland Press Herald once on August
for the paving cutters.
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock
Corner School house and interment one of the highest theological 27. 1938. and In the Rockland Courierland Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall orders
Gazette. Rockland. Maine, once on
solicited. H. C. RHODES, Tel. 519-J.
was in the family lot at Sand Hill. schools In the country.
August 27, 1938, and that there be one
92-tf
day at least elapse between the last
WE BUY

Went To Washington
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“
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In Everybody’s Column

Unwise Economy In Water Service
May Prove Costly To Cities

REAL ESTATE

WANTED

FOR SALE

TO LET

COFFEE FOR AMERICA’S BREAKFAST

Point Buy
in Town/

! Summer Cottages !

MISCELLANEOUS i

SWP HOUSE PAINT

W. H. GLOVER CO.

Lumber

Paint

OLD GOLD
AND SILVER

Hardware

ROCKLAND, ME.
97&103

Clarence E. Daniels
JEWELER
370 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

BUV«^

WANT-ADS

Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work W'onders

publication of this Order and the date
of said Hearing.
Dated. August 26. 1938.
By Order Of Court,
WTLLIAM B. MILLS,
(L. S.)
Clerk Of The United States
District Court, District Of Maine.

103-lt
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j Every-OtKer-Day

The Virtue Of Vines
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SUMMER VISITORS

At the height of the summer
season there are many visitors In
Rockland and vicinity, and The
Courier-Gazette is very glad to
chronicle them. To this end will
you kindly send the names of
your guests to this office, or noti
fy Mrs. Warren C. Noyes, 38
Orange street, telephone 873-R.
We will greatly appreciate it.

ETY

A family gathering at the Saga
more Picnic Area, Camden Hills
Park, Tuesday night, had these
present: Mr. and Mrs. James E.
Leighton of St. Petersburg, Fla.;
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Maxey of Dun
stable, Mass.; Mr. and Mrs. Rich
ard MdElligott, of West Lynn,
Mass.; Mr. and Mrs. H. O. Heistad
and R. L. Jones, of 'Rockport; Mr.
and Mrs. Ernest P. Jones and sons.
Robert and Richard, of Rockland;
Carleton Cole Jr., and Miss June
Cole, of Oakdale, Long Island, N.
Y.; IMrs. Maynard Oxton of Rock
land; Mrs. Angeline Greenough, of
Warren.
“Buddy” Wahle arrives from De
troit Saturday to visit at the home
of his grandfather George Mc
Laughlin, Walker iplace Mr Wahle
fwill join his family in September.

Miss Lotte McLaughlin is spend
Dr. Stephen P. Gould has returned
ing the weekend in Waterville and
to
Washington after spending his
Etangeley.
vacation with his parents. Judge
Mrs. Prank W. Fuller was hostess and Mrs. E. K. Gould.
lo her contract club that spent the
L. Everett Higgins of 27 Trinity
llorious day of Friday at the Ralph
street observed his 83d birthday
IViggin farm in Warren.
Monday. Mrs. Edgar Chapman of
Boston came as special guest, Mrs.
Miss Mary Evers and sister Miss Ralph Choate a niece, whose birth
■Anne Evers of Augusta are spend day came on the same day was
ing a vacation with Mr. and Mrs. guest of honor, and helped her uncle
rainas Lawson, Crescent Beach. blow out the candles on a birth
day cake. Other guests were Mrs.
Mrs. Abbie Richardson has re Bertha Higgins. Mrs. Herbert Mullin,
turned from a visit at Meguntlcook
Mrs. Nellie Higgins. Refreshments
ke, where she was guest of her were served.
liece, Mrs. Carl Freismr of In
dianapolis, Ind.
Mrs. Joseph Yates of Staten
Island and Mrs. George Yates of
The Scribblers' Club will meet Boothbay Harbor were guests Wed
(onday at the home of Mrs. nesday of Mrs. E. W. Ames. Mr
Blanche Ellsworth, Rockport
Yates who is lighthouse inspector
was here for the trial of a new
Miss Margaret Snow will arrive lightship.
(onday from Fairlee. Vt., where
he 'has been spending several
Mrs. Kenneth Spear ts home from
eks at Camp Aloha, for a visit Allston. Mass., where she visited
vith her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. H. H. McDonald
John I. Snow.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Connon had
Mrs. George Jackson, motored to as guests Thursday, Mr. and Mrs.
outh Gardiner. Thursday, accom A. W. Dean and family of Everett,
panied by her grandmother. Mrs. J. Mass.

Freeman,, who has been her
kuest
Fourteen members of Charity
plub, had luncheon Thursday at
Ifitham's Lobster Pound, remaining
|or an afternoon of sewing and
ontract.

Orrin Bradbury, an employe of
William Filene & Sons Department
store in Boston , and formerly a
resident of Rockland is enjoying a
few days' vacation in New York.
From there 'he will go on a 12-day
cruise to Savannah. On his return
he will spend the Labor Day week
end at Old Orchard Beach.

Mr. and Mrs. M. R. Coombs. Miss
luth Coombs. Mrs. James Welch
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Moran. Jr.,
|ind son Marshall have returned to
ast Providence, after a visit with and in Stonington to spend the
weekend with Representative Ralph
and Mrs. L. W. Benner.
Barter.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred K. Shear of
Mrs. Lillian Moffitt is spending a
ehenectady. N. Y., have been
kuests of Mr. and Mrs. Charles few days in Boston.
aery the past week. 'Mrs. Villa
Mrs. Faith E. Callahan of Ban
•helan Pendleton was also a din
ner guest Wednesday at the Emery gor is the guest of her parents. Mr.
and Mrs. James W. Emery. Lime
pome.
rock street, while her daughter Miss
Mrs. Karl O'Brien and daughter Beulah Callahan, is employed as
etty are spending the weekend in office secretary at Maynard's Camps
Moosehead Lake for the season.
ortland.
Mrs. Lucia Burpee and Mrs. A. L.
Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Meeker have
♦turned to New York, having been Miles came from Portland to at
louse guests of Mr. and Mrs.. J. E. tend the funeral of the former's
daughter, Mrs. Alice B. Perry.
Stevens.

Mr. and Mrs. Stafford M. CongMiss Marion Thomas of Fall River
lon, who have moved to Thomas is visiting Miss Maizie Joy.
on, are occupying the house on
Mrs. Kenneth P. Lord and son
nox street, owned by Mrs. Walter
Herbert who have been visiting
lohnson of Evanston, Ill
Mrs. J. F. Cooper, have returned to
Mrs. Elmer Smith, who has been Fort Hamilton, N. Y.
he guest of her brother, L. W.
enner, has returned to Lynnfield,
Mrs. Harold Ryer and son Har
old of Cambridge. Mass., are visit
[ass.
ing Mrs. Catherine Kenrick.
Charles Emery Jr., who has been
nployed at Hampton Beach for the
The members of Ruth Mayhew
Tent, with guests, made no mistake
ummer, has returned home.
when they journeyed to the home
Miss Dorothy B. Smith is visiting of Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Carroll, Old
tiss Phyllis Griffin in Tilton, N. H. County road, for picnic supper and
a social evening. At the call lor
Charles F. Doherty of Brookline,
supper 22 responded, all doing
[ass., has been in the city this Justice to a bountiful repast. Those
eek on a brief visit, returning to- present were Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
ay. He was accompanied to Rock- Carroll, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Cables.
ind by his mother, Mrs. Lettie Do- Mr. and Mrs. Bert Smith, Mr. and
erty who will remain here for Mrs. Everett Payson, Josephine
ime time.
Lothrop, Susie Karl, Allie Blackington, Jennie Pietroski. Eliza Plum
Miss Mary Bartlett of South
mer, Winifred Butler and niece
lomaston. Mr. and Mrs. Scott F.
Elizabeth Gregory, Blanche Shadie,
ittredge and Mr. and Mrs. Charles Inez Packard, Doris Ames. Bessie
ery attended the annual summer Haraden, Mary Cooper and Ken
union, recently held at Kent's neth Carroll. A short entertainment
111 Seminary. Mrs. Emery's class consisted of poems learned in early
union was also held on that date. childhood. After the dishes were
excellent report stated that the cleared away beano was in progress
tiool had no debt, the budget until 10.30, when the guests depart
,ving been balanced at the end ed. voting the Carrolls perfect host
the school year. An item of in and hostess. The proceeds will go
rest to alumni and friends, was for the food table for the November
e announcement of a $33,000 lega- fair.
y, left to the seminary, the in
rest to be used for running exDrastic reductions on all sum
nses and to help deserving pupils. mer dresses. Burdell's Dress Shop.
—adv.

ALFRED M. STROUT

Genuine etchings, hand colored
and signed by famous artists. Loan,
Insurance
exhibit and sale, in What-Not Gift
re, Automobile, and Allied Lines
Shop.
Also local photographic
THOMASTON, MAINE
studies; sea-gulls, surf, ships—many
looatf
others.
103-lt

Some Beautiful Specimens
Which We Find In Our
Very Dooryard

Took Three Months to Make Rug
Jack Benny Designed for Home
/

Page Seven

Cleaning Special
AT

4R
Editor of Tlie Courier-Gazette:—
Do we really think of vines at
all? Do we value all that vines
mean to us in their decorative
beauty and should we be vine con
scious? We have many beautiful
and valuable (vines in Maine that
give us great charm in decorating
our yards and over walls and fences
up into trees and over our homes.
What are seme of these? Wood
bine. We all know woodbine and
the lovely tints that come in its
leaves at the first touch of frost.
What could be lovelier than the
royal purple clematis and what
could you suggest as cover for your
pergola more enchanting than
white moonvine and red honey
suckle? Roses, too, have been vine
conscious for many years. A re
cent addition is the glorious Ameri
can pillar, many varieties of rambler
and other climbing roses.
Then come the ivies, ampelopsis both German and English, and
others. Again, there are varieties
of honeysuckle worthy of our
friendship and cultivation.
Entrancing vines are found in the
wild wood—hop vine and 'wild cu
cumber. dainty and effective as a
decoration; wisteria—could any
thing be more delightful than the
blossoms on this vine? Trumpet
vine. Dutchman's pipe, Virginia
creeper and bittersweet. The last
is excellent all through the Christ
mas season and makes exciting dec
oration with our Yuletide greens
The wild white clematis is a thing
of fairy beauty. Matrimony vine,
too, has its appeal. The deadly
nightshade has berries which feed
the birds and its quaint purple
flowers with yellow eyes intrigue
us.
I have named only the most fa
miliar vines. Who will add a like
number to our valuable assets in
the vine kingdom?
K. 8. F.
Rockland, Aug. 26.

Ford Cleaners
FOR A LIMITED TIME

LADIES’ COATS
BEAUTIFULLY CLEANSED AND PRESSED

J

IE house that Jack Benny built shades

include turquoise, coral,

—and so often told listeners of light sage greens, orchid, soft
T
In his Sunday N.B.C. broadcasts— salmon, browns, reds and lavender.

NO EXTRA CHARGE FOR

The rug has a half inch pile. It is
8 feet 8 inches by 9 feet 5 inches.
To make thia beautiful rug, as
well as the others for his house,
Benny called on Mohawk Carpet
Mills, Inc., which made the famous
"Wheel of Life” rug for the Wal
dorf-Astoria Hotel in New York.
Mohawk Carpet Mills, which
produce 80 per cent of all the
chenille woven, spent three months
on the Powder Room rug. It took
five expert weavers 10 days to
103*It
weave the chenille weft, and an
other group of workers a week for
the actual weaving. More than
three weeks were spent on the
50 years. Mrs. Hart lives with a ings to the Fishermen’s Institute at
design.
Among the many reasons for the
daughter, Miss Augusta Hart; also Gloucester, Mass.”
rapidly growing popularity of
a son, Reuben of Arlington spends
chenille rugs is that by this process Is Reached By Mrs. Bertha
LONG COVE
many hours with this remarkable
a single rug can be made to order,
Hart,
Formerly
of
Ten

in any design or color combination,
woman, who until recently has been
with any number of colors, and in
ant’s Harbor
able
to knit, sending many a packAt st Georges' Church Sunday at
any shape. A chenille rug can be
age
containing
mittens
ana
stock6
p.
ni. will be evensong and sermon.
woven to fit around a fireplace or
From Marion, Mass., comes notice
piece of furniture. Chenille rugs
can be woven in any length and to Simeon K. Hart of Pleasant
can be made as wide as 30 feet street, of the 100th anniversary of
without a seam.
his aunt, Mrs. Bclhia Hart, born in
Tenant's Harbor. Aug. 16. 1838 The
SALVATION ARMY CAMPreport is from the New Bedford
BOOTHBAY PLAYHOUSE
MEETING
16 SCHOOL ST.,
ROCKLAND, ME.
Standard-Times.
"One hundred candles burned on
The Season Closing Next Week
Commissioner George L. Car tlie birthday cake lighted for Mrs.
With the Comedy Drama, “Smil
penter, territorial commander for Be thia Hart of Pleasant street as
ing Through”
Now Showing a Carefully Selected
By Pauline Ricker
The Salvation Army in Canada, and she observed her 100th birthday.
Aug. 31-Sept. 1-2-3 will see the
Rockland Breakwater, Aug. 23— Mrs Carpenter, are at the annual Cards and remembrances have ar
Assortment of
final offering of the season at the
a
• f
Tlie younger guests and cottagers Salvation Army camp meetings now rived from all points of the State:
Boothbay Playhouse. Boothbay in
from Honolulu. Oklahoma. Arizona
went
on
a
picnic
supper
tonight
at
in progress at Old Orchard Beach, and California, for her life has
the revival of that tremendously
popular and appealing comedy- Camden. In the party were Miss where Commissioner Carpenter is touched ports in many lands, ar.d
drama of Allan Martin's, "Smiling Dorothy Koop, Ted Bierce, James principal speaker this weekend.
the memory of her deeds linger in
At New Low Price Levels
Through.”
Gahan, Fred Stanger, Mr. and Mrs.
Previous to his present appoint the minds of the sailors and theii
The story briefly: On the night of i Jack Foster, Miss Frances Tidridge,
families. Simeon Hart, her nephew,
We advise an early visit to our shop
her wedding Moonyeen, a beautiful Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Stirling, ment. Commissioner Carpenter was tells of one trip made in her hus
for
six
years
in
charge
of
Salva

young bride-to-be, is shot by a re | Miss Suzanne Steele. Joseph Steele,
band's ship when she was lashed to
We will be pleased to show you the line
jected lover who intends to kill the Frank A. Hamilton. Frank McBur- tion Army work in South America, the wheel for days, during the ab
man she is marrying. She vows ney, Mrs. Sheridan Scott. Rcbert headquartering at Buenos Aires. A sence of her husband on deck,
that she will come back in spirit Collins, Mrs. John Curran, Miss native of Australia he enjoyed many caused by an injury. Mrs. Hart
years' association with the late lived eight years aboard ship, go
to undo the wrong. And when, as Priscilla Stern.
NEW FALL CLOTH COATS
General
Bramwell Booth. Mrs. ing ashore but one month during
time passes, a boy and girl of the
Fred Stanger, Jr., gave a movie Carpenter, also an Australian by that period.
families, out of the present generaArriving Daily
ion. fall in love and are separated party last evening. Among his birth, is best known for her books,
"Mrs. Hart was twice married
by their elders, her spirit returns. guests were Miss Suzanne Steele, among which are “The Angel Ad Her first husband was Gamaliel
These coats are distinctive and
Moving along swiftly but with a Joseph Steele, Frank McBurney, jutant” and "The Life of Miriam | Morss of Marblehead, one of the [
wistful sweetness and a rare vein Miss Dorothy Keep, Ted Bierce, Booth.”
first men killed in the Civil War
refreshingly new
The camp meeting, which began There arc several descendants from |
of human interest, tlie story has all Frank Hamilton, Mrs. Sheridan
last
Friday,
will
continue
through
Scott.
Robert
Collins.
In
the
party
of tlie quaint, whimsical Irish sen
this marriage.
94 tf
sailing yesterday were Miss Eleanor Monday.
timent without sentimentality.
"Toward the close of the Civil
Esleeck.. Irving. Eslecck. Jr., Joseph
War. widow Morss was united in
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Dondis of Steele. Miss Suzanne Steele, Miss
marriage to Reuben F. Hart. build'-r
MONDAY-TUESDAY
Beech street have as guests Mrs. Frances Tidridge.
of the schooner R. F. Hart, later
SUND’.Y-MOND’Y-TUESDAY-WEDNESD’Y
Lena Dondis Shotnik. son Harold
sold and wrecked off Rockland. The
Arrivals include: Mrs. Henry H.
and daughter Elba of Crestwood, Windsor. Sr.. Evanston. Ill.. Mr. and
charts, the original ship's name
plates, and a certificate issued bv
N. Y.
Mrs. Henry H. Windsor. Junior.
the American Shipmasters' Associ
Master Henry H. Windsor. 3. Master
Mrs. Sadie Grover of York Beach, William T. Windsor. Winnetka. Ill;
ation. Dec. 22. 1866. are in evidence
Mrs. Sarah Shaw of Bath, and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Stewart. Easton.
ana prized relics of active davs.
George Joyce of Deer Isle were Penn.; Mr. and Mrs. Edmund K
says
The furnishings of her home con
guests of Mrs. E. C. Boody at Cres Hopper. East Orange. N. J.; Mr. and
tain many such articles as the ship's
cent Beach during the Eastern Star Mrs. Elbert S. Bariow New York;
bell, resting on a stand by her
(|§Land the season’s gayest ro- ^s>.
School of Instruction.
chair,
and her husband's secretary,
Mr. and Mrs. S. Perry Howze, New
at which she sat keeping his logs.
York: Charles P Howze. Washing
Miss Madeline Bird is entertain
| A bright hued rug, made during the
ing this afternoon at a dessert- ton. D. C.,: Mr. and Mrs. J. How
Civil War. seen on the floor, has a
ard
Hull
.White
Plains.
bridge at her home on Talbot ave
most interesting history, the red
Rockland Breakwater. Aug. 24—
nue.
coloring being one of the sailors
Frank Hamilton, Miss Suzanne
'lifted' from a clothesline while in
Steele. Joseph Steele, Miss Frances
port. During the Civil War the R.
I Tidridge. and Mr. and Mrs. Jack
CAMDEN TOWN
F. Hart was pressed into service,
Foster went sailing this morning
carrying supplies for the Govern
HALL SERIES
| and lunched on one of the nearby
ment and assigned to the Commis
OPERA HOUSE
.MARJORIE WEAVER
islands.
,
sary Department, and later stationed
Monday Evg., Aug. 29
PETER LORRE • JEAN HERSHOLT at City Point.
A beach supper was held this aft
at 8.30 o'clock
"Mrs. Hart was personally ac
TODAY
ernoon for the children at Tlie
An Evening With
BOB EAKEt in
quainted with Abraham Lincoln
Samoset and cottages.
Among
An American Cavalcade
“THE OUTLAW EXPRESS”
and together with her husband was
I those invited were William Windpresent at the surrender of Robert
' sor and Henry Windsor. 3d.. DeboTYRONE
ALICE
DON
TEL.
E. Lee to Gen. Uylsses S Grant.
' rah. Donald and Joseph Beardwood.
in a program of her
409
"Capt. Hart has been dead nearly
Susan and Bill Anderson. Jane and
“Impressions and
ETHEL MERMAN • JACK HALEY
Shirley
Scott.
Richard
Collins
and
Impersonations”
IEAI ItlllllT * HELD WESTLEY
JOHN CAIHAOIIE
Bobby Stanger.
PAUL HURST . WALLY VERNON
RUTH UHIV
“If all the people who would
OOUBLAS FOWIET
EOOIE COLLINS
CHICK CHANOLEI
take deep and astonished delight
Mrs. Joseph Beardwood enter
DANCING TONIGHT—9 TO 1
Directed by Henry King
in her present performance were
tained last evening for the chil
Darryl F. Zanvck «* Charge o* Rroduc’-o"
to know it was going on, the Ly
dren. In the party cruising aboard
A 20th Century-Fox Pictur*
ceum Theatre would scarcely
the Gertrude 2 this afternoon will
serve her purpose. No, nor Car
THREE WEEKS AT THE "MET,” TWO WEEKS IN BANGOR.
negie Hall, either. She would
be Mrs. Frank Hamilton, George
FOUR DAYS IN ROCKLAND—DON'T MISS IT!
FAIR
DANCE
AFTER
THE
FIREWORKS
need Madison Square Garden”
Hamilton, W. F Koehler, Mr. and
—Alexander Woolcott, The N. Y.
NOW
“RACKET BUSTERS” with
WEDNESDAY, AUG. 31—11 TO 3 D.S.T.
Mrs. F. S. Koehler and A. M. Bohl.
PLAYING
GEORGE BRENT, HUMPHREY BOGARI
Times.

will be carpeted with some of the
most beautiful ruga ever made in
this country.
Jack had definite ideas about the
floor covering in his new Holly
wood home, as he did about archi
tectural and building details. Al
though professional designers exe
cuted the finished designs of the
rugs, his ideas went into the rough
sketches.
All floors in Benny’s home will
be carpeted with chenille, which
is 80 per cent hand-made and 20
per cent machine-made. Several
thousand square yards of chenille
were made especially for Benny's
home, the rugs ranging in size
from 20 feet 9 inches by 40 feet 5
inches down to 4 feet 4 inches by
4 feet. All are in solid coloring,
two peach and ten beige, except
the covering for the Powder Room.
The Powder Room rug. the most
beautiful and expensive in the
house, has a modernistic morning
glory drsifn In soft pastel shades
on a beige background. The design
la repeated four times and the

FUR TRIMMING

Ford Cleaners, Inc.
AMERICAN LEGION BLDG.

ROCKLAND

The Hundred Mark

LUCIEN K. GREEN & SON

At The Samoset

FINE FURS

k WARNER B

fiTIME RAND

CECELIA LOFTUS

PARK

[POWER-FAYE-AMECHE

LAKEHURST, DAMARISCOTTA

Seats Now $2.20, $1.65, $1.10
including tax
On sale at The Women's
Exchange, Camden. Tel. 2170
99-100-101-103

Mrs. Charles W. Baker of New
York arrived this morning. In ad
dition to the regular bridge party
to be held this evening there will
be a bowlins tournament.

Labor Day Morn Dance, Midnite Sunday to 4 A.M.

Shows: Matinee 2;
Evg.

Lloyd Rafnell and His Orchestra
NO PARKING HORRY

ENJOYABLE FIREPLACE

Tel. SOT

6.45, 8.45

Cont. Saturday
2.15 to 10.45

IMJ)]
1

EvSfry-OtKer-Day
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The Payson-Foglers
SAFETY

EALM OF

FIRST

GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST

Alonzo Spear Elected Presi
dent At Annual Reunion,
Crescent _____
Beach
The annual Payson-Fogler familv

USIC

What our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing
to protect coastwise shipping by day and by night.
The day's news from many lonely outposts along
Maine's waterfront.

lowed Mrs. Aurelia Fogler of West
Rockport, 91; L. P. True. 88; Ches-( >
ter B. Jones of Warren. 87; R. L? j
Jones of Rockport, 84; Dudley
Gould of Warren, 84; Oscar Gould
j of East Belfast, 84; Miss Prances
' True of Lowell, Mass., 82
The
V°un8«st member present was Miss
Joy True, daughter of Mr and MrS.
L. P. True of Hope, who has at- ]

reunion took place Wednesday at
the Crescent Beach cottage of Mr. tained the ripe old age of eight
and Mrs. George L. SL Clair, the years. Another feature attracting
beautiful day bringing out a good- attention was a group of pictures
A survey conducted by the De- containing a complete set of com
cleared before we reached our desattendance, some having traveled S€nt b>’ Mr. and Mrs. Eugene True
partment of Agriculture shows that positions issued by his press. These
THE POET ON THE QUAY
most farmers like to relax and listen copies, however, are only for the
I For The Courier-Gaze: te |
tination. All club members were long distances to be present. Pos- of Wren,ham' Ma“" ordinals and
....
, . ,
.
, j
enlargements of pictures taken of
Let the foam fly ever further!
to music. The survey disclosed 16 - Inspection of customers, and not
present save one and a merry time sibly
honors for having traveed the
Let the storm gales have their wav!
the Payson Reunion of 1910, of the
774 farm families interviewed own for sale. Copies for purchase may
It's a bit of virile weather!
was passed.
longest distance that day went to Hewett Reunion of 1905. and a
With the ram and salty spray
approximately 25.000 radios, pianos be obtained from the dealer's shelves
Mr. and Mrs. Leigh Payson Cleve Ladies Aid Picnic (Hope) 1903. It
and phonographs. More than half or by order from East Lansing. In
Little River
Let the smashing seas come higher'
Let the rocks d fy . heir way!
land
and Mrs. Alberio Mercier was a source of fascination to the
of that number were radios. The this way customers may view a
William Porter has been visit
It is dripping, living weather!
To the one who loves display.
percentage of farm ownership of! composer's complete works without
(Marian
Cleveland) who had come older members present trying to
ing his grandfather Forest Stevens.
identify themselves and friends.
radios ranged from a low of one- ’ the dealer having to carry all of
Let the scudding clouds be blacker!
Miss Alice Ackley, daughter of from Houlton.
• • • •
Let the thunder crash at hay!
half of one percent among Georgia the music in his regular stock,
Mr. and Mrs Frank Ackley is home
It's a bit of bonny weather!
Picnic tables for the greater part
Present
were:
Mr. and Mrs L. S.
For the poet on the quay
and Mississippi share croppers to 94
The first of Mr. Farwell's works
after spending a few weeks with her were laid out of doors, and as usual
New
York
J
°
hn
H
*
”
*
n
Rh
°
ad,s
Alley
of
South
Hope;
J. A. Burpee
percent among West Coast farmers to be had in the hand-printed edisister at Portsmouth Light Station. the baskets gave forth in variety ! of Rockland; Miss Therese Bragg ot
In the northern part of the coun- tion were: "The Lamb" and -A
There have been several yachts in many articles of cooking for which Rockland Mrs Wilbur Cross and (
Portland Head
try where only white families were Cradle Song." two songs on poems
the harbor this summer.
the Payson-Fogler families have daughters Alice and Mary, of Rock- ) |
studied, radios were found in from by William Blake; "Land of Lu-1
All set for the Monhegan Island
Mr and Mrs Harlan Johnson and long been famous.
' land; Mr and Mrs. Leigh P. Cleve,54 to 94 percent of the homes thany.'' a poem for cello and piano;
race today. The starting point is daughter Muriel and Mr. and Mrs
The
business
session
was
presided
land and Mrs. Alberic Mercier, of
There was a piano in 32 to 52 per- "Vale of Enitharmon," a piano piece,
Portland Head Light at 2.10 p. m. Wyman Johnson and ‘Mrs. Ruth
over by Elmer True of Hope in the Tloulton; Mrs. Martha Clark of
cent of the parlors and a phono- and Melody in E Minor for violin
Miss Myra Preston and Miss Johnson spent Sunday at this sta absence of Raymond Fogler of Hins Camden; Edith Dunbar of South
graph in 23 to 51 percent The and piano. His flair for the artisGertrude Rockwood of Somerville, tion.
dale, Ill. In addition to reading the Hope; Mr. and Mrs. A. I* Esancy,
ownership in the south carried a tic is expressed in hand-lettering
Miss Kathleen Corbett spent last minutes of the meeting of 1937, Mrs.
Mass, were recent callers on F. O.
of South Hope; Major and Mrs.
somewhat smaller percentage. In and covers of his own designing.
Hilt and family.
weekend with her grandmother at H. O. Heistad. secretary-treasurer,
John
Fogler of Skowhegan; Mrs.
Vermont a majority of farmers
A prolific composer in a variety
I lead a letter from Mr. Fogler ex- Aurelia Fogler and Miss Mary Fog
Mrs. R T. Sterling was guest of Roque Bluffs.
During a ship Inspection a member of the fire squad, hia gas mask on,
owned "music boxes"—phonographs of forms. Mr Farwell is head of
Mrs. Corbett's brother Purcell | plaining his absence due to a direc
Mrs. Charles Sterling of Peaks
ler, of West Rockport; Dudley Gould
• • • •
Theory in the Music Department of goes down Into the No. 2 hold. Fires In holds are smothered with carbon
Johnson is shingling our house tors' meeting of Montgomery-Ward
Island
Thursday
when
Mrs.
Sterling
of Warren; Oscar Gould of East
One of the most recent additions Michigan State College. East Lan- dioxide gas after sealing the hold, air-tight.
: received guests on her birthday an ashore.
I Co of which he is a vice president Belfast; Mrs C. H. Hale of Ward"
to the recital schedule of Ezra Rach- sing.
Miss Celia Johnson daughter of
tetters from Lero palrfleW Qf
niversary.
Hill, Mass ; Mrs. H. O. 'Heistad of
Un. young American pianist who is
• • • •
, This department always one of the
Mr and (Mrs. Wyman Johnson is Qiglewood, N. J., and from Miss
Rockport R. L Jones of Rockport; ,
Mr.
and
Mrs
August
Tonski.
(Mr.
spending the month of August in
The family of Bidu Sayao. the
, best in the State, will continue its
spending a few days with us.
Martha
Smith
of
Oak
Bluffs,
Mass.,
Chester B Jones of Warren; Henry
and
Mrs.
A.
S.
Hargreaves.
Mr.
and
Rockport, ls Kirksville, Mo., the Brazilian soprano of the Metroleadership Classes have been reClarence Wallace took a trip to were read, all these communications
H Payson of Rockland; Mrs. FlorMrs.
Paul
Hargreaves
and
son
Paul
date to be Feb 24. Mr. Rachlin redjsapproved of her
Lincoln County To Kick Up arranged and more money has been
Prince Edward Island recently.
extending
greetings
and
best
wishes
ence Pearse and Herbert Pearse, of
recent
guests
here,
returned
last
ports a schedule fast filling up to
, .
, .
.
ing a professional suiger, and when
Its Heels—Other Coun offered for the pullers. Alvin Piper Saturday to Altoona. Pa.
to all present.
Camden; Mrs Mary W. Preston of
the brim.
Bass Harbor Head
now has a long list of cattle and i
, , , .
she won ner first engagement at
• • » •
I Albion; Miss Pauline Preston of
Miss Mary Toothaker. nvum
Rcbert
ties To Figure
horses entered, and inquiries are
We are again having clea:
Mrs. Heistad expressed apprecia- Damariscotta; John Starrett of
Mephisto in "Musical America" the Royal. Opera in Rome, her
,buxincr
.
. ,from ,,nil nvor .,
Toothaker and daughter railed
rASWkivod
thp I
Lincoln
Countv
Fair
is
one
of
the
received
from
aU
ov
«
r
the
weather
and a fine view of the tion for the help she had received Somerville, Mass. and Warren: Mrs. '
says: "Summer concerts ln the east mother and brother rushed across
Tuesday on Mrs R. T Sterling.
...
I State.
ln revising membership lists, and E. E. Stoddard of Rockland; Mr.
,,,
have had more than their spirits the ocean to prevent it! However, crowning events of the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Albert Thomas islands.
The Maine Amusement Shows will
Many visitors arrive daily and It suggested that during the future and Mrs. Alonzo Spear of Rockport; '
dampened this summer. In fact, a compromise was made. If the Pians are completed for one of the ( furnj£h shows, rides and attractions and son Deane of Lynn. Mass., re
is interesting to meet people from year a second list comprised of the Mr and Mrs. Elmer C. St. Clair of
their spirits are still in pretty good debut was a success, she might re biggest fairs ever held on the
for the midway. This is one of cent guests of Mrs F. O Hilt mo so many distant places.
children and grandchildren be be- j Rockport; Capt. and Mrs. J. A.
shape and their morale high in spite main on the stage; if not, she was grounds. The premium list has
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Mrs. Julia Ray and Miss Irma gun. in order to have a foundation Stevens and daughter Katheryn, of
of terrible drenchings they have had to go back to Brazil and to domestic been enlarged and extended to infor
a
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vacation.
vals and will give all in attendance
to take from the hands of old Ju- life. Mme. Sayao is the first Brazil- elude Knox, Lincoln. Sagadahoc
Mrs. W. C. Dow was guest Friday Ray of Bangor returned home last started for reunions to come. A Rockland; Mr. and Mrs Frank St,
a chance to see freaks, oddities and
Saturday after e pleasant week with nominating committee consisting of | Clair and son Jerry, of Milburn, N:
piter Pluvius. Not only is this ian woman ever to sing at the Met- and Kennebec Counties in certain
of
the R. T Sterling family.
wonders never before seen here
Henry H. Payson, E. C. St. Clair and J.. Mr. and Mrs. Wilmot Taylor of
worth mentioning as a contribution ropolitan.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Grant and the Reeds
classes. This will result in a larger
The stage attractions will be en
E iM. Reed, son of Keeper and Edward Wilder presented this list South Hope; Mr. and Mrs. Osmond
from one of Mephisto's imps, but
Mme. Sayao is to be a soloist at and more varied showing of vege
daughter
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called
on
their
tirely new. A grand championstro
j True of Scarsdale. N. Y.; Miss Franit also gives him the opportunity the forthcoming Worcester Festival, tables. which has always been very
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—
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of
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Mass..
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,
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after
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to quote Josef Hofmann whose con....
creditable for a fair of this size.
ducted during the fair open to ama
port, Vice President—Miss Mary j Mrs. L. P. True and Mr. and Mrs.
cert at Robin Hood Dell was postThoughts from Beethoven on muFrank Decker, race secretary, re teurs from Knox. Lincoln, and Mr. Grant going to Massachusetts.! here.
i Elmer True and children. Katherine,
House guests the past week were Fogler of West Rockport.
poned recently and you know why. sic;
ports a capacity list of horses, in Kennebec counties. Judging from where Coast Guard rifle range
Secretary-Treasurer — Mrs. Hei- ' Wilma. William and Joy, of Hope;
Mrs. Mae Lout and her daughter
•That wasn't the Dell.’ remarked
"Music ought to create and fan cluding some of the best of the the talent already entered, the pub practice is on.
Edward Wilder of Lowell. Mass.;
Good Timers met at Custom Mrs. Gertrude Tolman of Tremont. stad.
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H
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Portland
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Miss
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of
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and
Mr
luge!’”
“Music is a higher revelation than ers. the Pari-Mutuels under the perior to any professionals ever
the whole of wisdom and the whole management of Frank Whitman , shown there. The winner will ap- morning for a sail to Gurnet. A and Mrs. Kenneth Beal of Melrose, Payson; committee on arrange Newton Centre, Mass., and Surry;
The same issue of Musical Ameri of philosophy. He who penetrates will appeal more than ever to thc
ments, Edward Wilder, Henry H. Mr and Mrs Harold Wilder of Bos
little fog was in the morning air but i Mass.
pear over WCSH Radio System and
ca carried an interesting picture of the meaning of my music shall be people interested in horses. The
ton; Mrs. Raymond Fogler and
Payson. E. C. St. Clair.
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Josef Hofmann and Alexander Hils freed from all the misery which track has been completely recondiThe necrology report included the children. Henry. Mary. John. Ruth,
telling
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But,
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little
things
appearances The talent manager
berg. conductor, having a game of affljcts others
names of Benjamin F Gould of Martha. William and Thomas, of
tioned and a complete new surface and station manager from WCSH
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When Mrs Toblaa had said "Now. Presno- Calif. Mrs. Minnie Steven- Hinsdale. Ill.; Mr. and Mrs. James
has been made. The track record will be present to book any acts
ln a final word." about the fifty- son of Camden; WUl Payson of. E, Leighton of St Petersburg. Fla.,
Incidentally Mr Hilsberg is Leon
Cruises arranged, steamship tick- is expected to be lowered before the which meet their approval. In ad
Zawisza's teacher and Mr Zawisza
jo ajj p3I.^s oj
world. M. F. end of the meet.
seventh time and finally concluded Georgetown. Mass.; Mrs. Grace L. | and Miss June Cole of Oakdale,
dition to the above acts, profes
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Talbot avenue. Tel.
her lengthy speech they all went up j Jones 01 Rockport; Mrs. Rose E. ' Long Island. N. Y.
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one of the main events of the fair.
(By Charles Emery)
The night shows have been put
Mr. Hilsberg in Ashland, N. H.
and
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and
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change
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..............................
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apolis Symphony Orchestra. Sabier.
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Savitzky. conductor, for the season
Located At Wildwood
to the daily prizes
«. taxis home (it was snowing that
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1938-39. according to an announce
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mind the way in estln« sketch
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to
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and Mrs. St. Clair for their splen
CALL
TENANT’S HARBOR ' cr snowed or the wind blew too column.
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And the other women shook their did hospitality.
Sibelius, at the 157th annual con
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vention of the Grand Lodge of Free !
interest in what Mrs. Tobias was
ss*Mtr
feeling just the least bit guilty be much attention—headed by Major
-------------------------- —
and Accepted Masons of the State
I
saying. They did. in fact, perch up
cause it wasn’t snowing hard Fogler whose age is 92, there folof New York.
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Things political h&lf a century ' they feared she'd think they didn't
loud enough for them to all start
The legend that musicians are an Pretty Betty Wragge. above, youth
ago from the Diary of 1888: Sept J icok interested enough.
ful star heard over NBC on "Pepper
moving their positions and cough
impractical lot having no knowledge ' Young’s Family," is a veteran radio
19—-Election day. and a large vote:
Should the truth have been
ing at once,
or ability in mundane affairs must performer at the age of twenty.
Democrat, 349; Republican, 89 known, they weren't at all inter
undergo some drastic revision where Betty is celebrating her tenth year
Very quiet at the polls today.
ested. Most of them were sweeping
the composer, critic and teacher on the air and her fifth on "Pepper
Whether that was a landslide or narrowed, critical eyes over Adi
Young's Family.”
...
Arthur Farwell, is concerned. Mr.
an avalanche I do not know It ap Brown's living-room in which the
pears from the record that S' club had never met before, and were
Farwell prints, publishes and mar Each Sunday Dave Elman, conduc Contrary to the custom ot most
kets his own music in addition to j tor of "Hobby Lobby,” broadcasts to radio performers to go into "hiding"
George went Democratic and made deciding what they liked about it Famous Products Now Lo
the nation from a sumptuously ap directly before broadcasting, Dr.
Maine safe for the Democrats any and what could stand improvement
composing it. This does not mean pointed studio in Radio City. Two William L. Stidger, above, may be
cated Here At Boynton
way (in St. Georgei The record
that he takes his manuscript to the blocks away at a down-at-the-heels seen chatting amiably with anyone
The grand piano by the window
does
not
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who
was
elected
Motor Co.’s Plant
engraver and has copies run off j vaudeville theatre Dave was once who happens to pass him ln the
Governor That was not as import was a wonderful thing.
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Horace
Peabody
had
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on
that his career as a showman was taking on “Getting the Most Out
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„
does the whole job himself, by hand. hopeless.
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friend
tjjat you could see your reflection
said
of the new station of the Boyn
His love of practical hand-craft,
over the NBC-Blue network.
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and Mrs. Peabody was quite
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and what he describes as “the diffi
tonight that Ben Harrison is elect- conceited for a woman her age.
The Foursome, octarina quartet
culty which confronts a composer
street
It has ample office and rest
T
was ? «Mrs. Ralph Van Ferman was gazslow via the Lying Argus of Port- .
,
subbing for Bing Crosby on the
in America in making his works
room
facilities
including comfort
land. Nov. 9: It is conceded that lng wlth contempt at the large.
Thursday Music Hall broadcasts,
nationally known." led him to the
Ben Harrison Ls elected President, gray divan in back of Mrs Tobias. able women's quarters with lounges,
have a simple business arrange
Style B
establishment of his own litho
ment. They just take a vote on
Tlie Democrats feel quite blue about Humph! If people had to buy such
radio and vanity room. There is s
accepting contracts and majority
graphic hand-press at his home in
Dad did not know that his young, cheap things, the least they might shower in the men's quarters and
rules.
East Lansing. Mich., for the publi
est sons first vote for President do was to tear off the price tag
cation of his own compositions.
cast in Boston, was what elected under them.
Mrs. Ralph Van these rooms are open to all, custom
Mr. Farwell uses the process of
thedhn,t T
sh°utl"g J* Ferman had had to practically ers! or not.
from the house tops when he heard .,
standard modern lithography, the
Full equipment for grease and
of it either. Like the man who had ;stand on her head- before th« other
offset process, with zinc plates The
the puppies for sale, one day they ladies had arrived, to see if Ada wash stands is being installed and
music is first drawn by Mr Farwell
■were Democrats and the next day Brown's* Archie had paid more for
a repair department will be con
they were Republicans
| hjs diyan thaR
on tracing paper, by a combination
her Ralph had.
“How come" asked a prospecducted
by Ellery Nelson. The firm
of freehand and mechanical draw
Ralph was no miser. Ralph had
tive buyer.
ing processes, to resemble as accu
"O. they've got their eyes open paid a great deal more. Mrs. Ralpn is a commission merchant for Jen
now." was the answer.
rately as possible a regular “en
Van Ferman smiled to herself, con ney products, wholesale and retail
Cheerio; and pay your taxes
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him! . . .
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urday to allow present small job
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her. She'd always thought, “But While here he can retain his flying
Music.”
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to be continued.
original method of distribution of Though better known for his verse.
its such a little thing . . . Nobody'll license and keep in touch with that
Edgar Guest, star of the “It Can Be Aunt Jenny Says: The reason
ROCKLAND, MAINE
WILBUR W. STRONG ever know . . .I'll just slip it in my Interesting profession, yet maintain
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